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ŐSLÉNYTANI VITÁK (Discussiones Palaeontoiogicae) 2L (1973) Budapest, pp, 5-7. 
A POST GRADUATE TRAINING CENTER REFRESHER




The UNESCO Post Graduate Traimng Center ín Vienna (Geolo- 
gísche Bundesanstalt) organized an Inter-Régiónál Refresher Colloquium ín 
the fields of Micropaleontology and Stratígraphy fór the members of the 
previous years' courses.
A part of this Colloquium was organized -- under the auspices 
of the Central Geologícal Office of Hungary - - by the Geological Survey of 
Hungary, 2-9 of October, 1971.
The participafmg research workers were as follows:
H. HÓNNAPPÁ, S. A. JAFAR, D. S. N. RATU and G. N. SAXENA from India;
D. KADAR from Indonesia; Dr.E.KAVARY from Iram S. K. AL-SHAIBANI 
from Iraq; U. Z. BILAL UL HAQ from Pakistan; J. KHOGA from Syria;
C. HELVACI from Turkey: A. S. A. EL-DAWOODY from Egypm and 
J. BENDECK-OLIVELLA from Columbia. The leaders of the participants 
were Prof. Dr. H. KÜPPER, ex-dírector of the Bundesanstalt of Vienna. 
the organizer of the Vienna UNESCO courses. and geologist D. M. SCHMIDT.
The introductory "Address of Welcome" has held on behalf 
of the Dierctor of the Geological Survey of Hungary (abroad at that time) 
by M. FÖLDVÁRI, Dr. Se. . head of the Laboratory Department.
In the course of the followíng three days lectures were held 
by Hungárián research workers ín the fields of diatomology, palynology, 
foramímferology and bryozoology. and their methodological, stratigraphíc
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6and industriai aspects. The lectures were (in the order of their delivermg):
Micropaleontology in the Geological Survey of Hungary, by Prof.
E.NAGY, Dr. Se. , Head of the Paleortdogical Section.
Paradoxes and Use of Bryozoa, by Dr. E.DLVDICH.
Siliceous Unicellulars. Their Use fór Faciology and Biostratigraphy, 
by Dr. HAJ^S Cand. Se.
Role and Importance of Pleistocene and Holocene Palynology, by 
Dr. M. JÁRAI-KOMLC^DI Cand Se.
Aspects of Nomenclature, Taxonomy, Ecology, Cenology, Climatology 
and Faciology m Palynological Research, by Prof. E.NAGY 
Dr. Se.
Comparative Palynology and the Paleoclimate of Bauxite Formation, 
by Dr. F. Gt^CZAN.
Palynological Practice in the Investigation tf Liassic Coal 
Measures in the Mecsek Mountains, by D r.]. BONA.
Foramimferal Studies on Miocéné Formations of Hungary, by Dr.
I. KORECZ-LAKY.
Eocéné Stratigraphy of the Dorog Basin, based upon Larger Forami- 
nifera, by Dr. M. JAMBOR-KNESS.
Biostrafigraphic Importance of Cre^aceous Foraminifera in Hungary, 
by Dr.M.SIDC^, Cand. Se.
T riassic Forammiferal Assemblages of Stratigraphic Value in 
Hungary, by Dr. A. ORAVECZ-SCHEFFER.
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7The members of the Colloquium presented 3 lectures:
Mid-Tertiary Formaminiferal Zonafion ín India, by D. S. N. RAJU.
JÓIDÉS Deep Sea Drilling Project (On board the R/v Glomar Challenger), 
by U. Z. BILAL UL HAQ.
Microbiostratígraphy of Somé Upper Cretaceous and Lower Tertiary 
Sediments in Egypt, by De, A. S. A. EL-DAWOODY.
All the lectures were followed by actíve discussion. After 
the discussions opportunittes fór the laboratory work. studying the 
m aterials, photographs and literature were providecl.
On the occasion of the Colloquium, in the organization of 
the Hungárián Geological Society, Professor Dr.H. KÜPPER held a lecture 
entitled to "Methods of Study of Deep-Sea Cores‘! on 6. October.
During the three excursion days followtng the lectures, a 
complete Mesozic profile (Sümeg, Mogyorósdomb), somé Neogene sections 
and theír industrial aspects (Sámsonháza Szurdokpüspöki,
Visonta open pit coal-míne, the brick-yard and the new tile-works of Ejger) 
and the Dorog Eocéné coal-basin were visited.
The participants became acqumted wíth the geology of the 




9MICROPALEONTOLOGY IN THE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY OF HUNGARY
by
Prof. E. NAGY, Dr. S \
ŐSLÉNYTANI VITÁK (Discussíones Pálaeontologícae) 21, (1973)Budapest 9 - 1 L
Paleonrological work began in our 102 years old Instit'ute 
immediafely after its foundafion.
In the field of micropaleontology the pioneer work was 
started by the renowned first director of our Institute, Miksa HANTKEN 
on Paleogene sequences of the Dorog coal basin. He had made the first
■ í
important steps in establishing a stratigraphic chronology based on the 
stratigraphic succession of small Foraminifera. HANTKEN alsó studied 
the larger foraminifers, their microstructure and thus became a precursor 
of microbiostratigraphic research.
In the 20  ^ century one ot the out standing workers of m icro- 
/
paleontology was Béla ZALÁNYI. He had worked with ostracods. and became 
one of the mternationally most renowned Hungárián paleontologists.
L. MAJZON worked in the Laboratory fór Borehole Sample 
Testing in the thirties. The lion part of his work consisted of studies on 
small Foraminifera.
At present there are 4 groups in our Section. Of these. 3 
are dealing with micropaleontology. Dr. Márta HAJ^S is workmg m the 
group of diatomology. Palynological research is done by Dr. F. Gt^CZAN 
on the Paleozoic and Mesozoic. by Dr. L. RÁKOSI on the Paleogene. I 




The very important foraminiferology is represented by seve- 
ral workers: Dr. Mária SIDfl (Mesozoic) - small forams, T riassic small 
forams by A. ORAVECZ-SCHEFFER; Dr. M. JAMBOR-KNESS is working 
with Eocéné larger forams; Miocéné small forams are studied by 
Dr. I. KORECZ-LAKY.
Somé aspects of bryozoology are given by Dr. E. DUDICH.
We asked two palynologists from outside the Survey to lecture 
to this Colloquium: Dr. M. JÁRAI-KOMLÓDÉ from the University of Buda­
pest and Dr. J. B(^NA from the Laboratory of the National Exploration and 
Drilling Company,
I should like to thank them, as well as the other pariicipants, 





MAGYAR ÁLLAMI FÖLDTANI INTÉZETBEN
Nagy E.
Összefoglalás
A 102 éves Intézet megalapítása óta jelentős őslénytani kutatás 
folyt. Az Intézet első világhírű igazgatója, HANTKEN Miksa 1 s foglalkozott 
mikropaleontolőgiával. A XX. században a legnevezetesebb mikropaleontoló- 
gusoknak egyike ZALÁNYI Béla. Ostracodákkal foglalkozott-
//
Jelenleg három mikropaleontológiai csoport van az Intézet Ős­
lénytani Osztályán: Diatomákkal és Coccolíthophoridae kutatással foglalkozó 
csoport,
spóra és pollen kutató csoport.
kis és nagy Fóramimférákkal és Ostracodákkal foglalkozó 
csoport.
14 mikropaleontolőgus dolgozik jelenleg Intézetünkben.
3342

PARADOXÉS AND USE OF BRYOZOA 
by
E.DUDICH
ŐSLÉNYTANI VITÁK (Discussiones Palaeontologicae) 21, (1973) Budapest pp„ 13 27,
13
I. Paleosystematics Based on Ambiguous Skeletal Morphology
"Bryozoa' , a Greek term fór "moss animals”. gíven by 
K. EHRENBERG in 1831. is a rather odd denommation fór a curious group 
of multicellular invertebrates of minute sxze and of highly specialized 
organízation, somé of which grow onto colonies and even butid reefs of 
considerable dimensions.
Having been classed with so widely different groups of the 
animal kingdom as corals, brachíopods. worms, graptoliths and ascidia 
nowadays they are generally recognized as an independent phylum siruated 
somewhere between Protostomia and Deuterostomía.
The phylum Bryozoa comprises more than 150 fam ilies,
1200 genera. over 15.000 fossil and about 5000 recent species.
Unfortunately enough their t-.xonomic subdivision involves 
several features of the soft body e.g . the presence or absence of a 
hydrostatic organ. the type of lacvae etc. , which are. of course. completely 
useless fór the study of fossils. As a consequence. the taxonomy of fossil 
Bryozoa is kind of a labyrinthf a consfant battlefield of diverging opinions. 
particularly so concerning the families and subfamilies.
The eláss Phylactolaemata, comprising freshwater bryozoans 
with tentacles arranged in horseshoe-shaped manner around the mouth, can 
be discarded easily, because they lack any solid skeleton. Only one single find 
has been recorde j from the Cretaceous of Czechoslovakia (Plumatellites).
3342
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The eláss Gymnolaemata, wífh a circular row of tentacles around 
the mou'ih, is characterized by the secretion of more or less solid, usually 
ealcareous. ext:ernal skeletons. These reveal numerous morphological details. 
which prompt ed the elabor ation by enthusiastic research workers of an 
embarrassíng- diseoncertingly complex morphological termmoiogy nőt to 
be ínsísted upon here.
The five orders of the eláss, however, can be discerned surely 
enough - - i n  the case of at least tolerable conservation --  relying upon a 
small number of morphological cba:E*i;tie«iThese are summed up ín TablefU
Further complications arise írom polymorphism. Thís means 
the presence of diversely shaped individuals withm the same colony. whieh 
may result m seríous doubts about the taxonomic position of somé (particularly 
fragmentary) forms.
Due to these disheartenmg difficultles, bryozoans generally 
are amongthe usually less favorized groups of fossils and paleo-bryozoologists 
ara suspected to be nőt too dangereous. bút certainly irremediable mamacs, 
an assump~ion which can nőt be refut ed convincíngly, so let it be accepted 
good heartedly.
2. Anatomy Interpreted by Mosaic Evolution
The bryozoan organism represents a puzzlmg peaceful 
coexistence of prímitive, secondarily differentiated and tertiarily reduced 
anatomical features. E .g . , they possess a most simple one-layered epidermis. 
a highly developed nervous system, bút no true respirat ory or excretory system.
Thís ctrious State may have been produced by three factors by 
the way of so called mosaic evolution. during which varíous part.s of the
3342
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organism were developing ín different ways.
1 - changing the freely moving vagile life t:o a sedentary, sessile one;
lí - forming of colonies ínstead of solitary life;
íií - large relatíve surface favouríng easy metabolism, due to the 
conservation of minute stature.
The following generál tendencies are supposed to have been in vígour:
í - The índividual organism called zooecium became more and more 
simplifíed, with the reductíon and rudimentation of somé organs;
ii - The organizaton of the colony or zoarium became more and more
complicated: a division of labour” has been established with specialized 
individuals performíng somé functíons fór the ént íré  colony.
Such are: avicularia fór mutrition, ovícella fór reproduction, rhizoids 
fór fixát ion, etc. (This is the functional ínterpretatíon of the widespread, 
bút by no means universal, polymoriphism.)
iií - The formatíon of the colony became more and more regular in the 
geometrical sense.
iv - As fór skeletal metabolism, a succession of more and more resistent 
substances can be observed from the simple organic cutícula through 
chitine and aragonite to calcíte and even dolomitic calcite.
3. Astogeny Reflecting Two-Phase Phylogeny
, 1
Bryozoans are hermaphroditic animals. that is, the male and 
female sex cells develop within the same índividual. From the'ünion of the 
gametes, a freeswimming (necto-planktonic) "cyphonautes" larva arises. 
somewhat resembling the trochophora type. This settles, usually within
3342
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24 hours. on a hard substratum, on a rock, a shell, or an alga stem, and 
develops intő the first zooecium of the colony called the ancestrula. This 
on its turn develops by buddmg, that is by one kind of non-sexual reproduc- 
tíon, intő a colony or zoarium, thus representíng a genetically pure cían.
The paradoxical fact is, however, that the ancestrula is in most cases nőt 
typical fór the gíven sepcies. ít resembles to somé more ancient type.
The definítive orgamzation of the given species, with its eventual polymorphism 
appears much latter in the course of colony growth called astogeny.
Following the example of E.HAECKEL s famous rule of biogeny, according 
to which ontogeny, the development of the individual, to a certain extent repeats 
or at least recalls somé phases of the phylogeny. or historical evolution 
of the goup, the above fact may be aptly designed as the rule of astogeny.
During Earth s history, the first bryozoan was recorded írom 
the Cambrian (Archaeotrypa FRITZ 1947).
It is assumed that five orders of Gymnolaemata were developed along 
parallel lines from a hypothetic. solitary and freely moving ancestral form.
In the Silurian. already orders are known to have been present.
The tirst bryozoan virence period compríses Ordovician- 
-Permian. It was characterized by the ‘"competítion" of two orders. 
Trepostomata and Cryptostomata. Domination gradually passed from the 
former to tae latter. This long period may be called the paleobryozoan 
phase, somé representants of which occur in the Early Paleozoic of the 
Szendrő Hílls and ín the Permian of the Bükk Mountains in North-East 
Hungary.
Atthe end of tde Paleozoic éra. the Cryptostomata 
disappear; Ctenostomata and Trepostomata are bút poorly represented.
The T n a ss ic . otherwise rich in reef constructíng, carbonate secretíng 
organism. . is remarkably poor in bryozoans: one single family is known 
to occur. (Vinellidae). This startlíng fact ma / be interpreted bíogeochemically.
3342
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in terms of decrease ín the carbonare metabolísm of bryozoans. resulting 
in reduced cfanees of fossilizatíon.
The second prosperity or boom of Bryozoa, the neobryozoan 
phase. began in the Laté Jurassíc. Duríng this period, the orders 
Cyclostomata and Cheilostomata were competíng with each other. The 
species ratio shows a gradual shift in íavour of Cheilostomata. This permits. 
in the case of an assemblage rich m species, a first approximation of datátlón 
by calculating the Cy lostomata/Cheílostomata ratio.
It is corious to note. that certam morjtiological phenomena. 
inculding certam types of polymorphísm, reappear during this second phase.
This two-phase progressive phylogeny is comparable with the 
paleohellemte and neohellenite phawes of For&minifera phylogeny as defíned 
by WEDEKIND.
4. Non-Corallian Ecology and Intriguing Cenology
A common mistake among geologists is to attribute to 
bryozoans an ecology, or environmental requirements. sím ilar to that of 
colonial or reeí buildmg corals. Undoubtedly. there were eef-constructing 
bryozoans. too, especially ín the Permian, ín the topmost Cretaceous and 
n the Miocéné. Another likeness is that they. in fact, prefer well-oxigenated, 
agitaied water.
However, they usually prefer shadow to strong light. and 
live írom the seashore down ,n bathyal depths. nőt only ín warm, bút 
alsó in rather cool seas, somét ímes in brackish and even ín fesh water.
3342
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Of course. and fortunately, there are amongthem steno- 
thermic, stenohalíne and stenobath species as well, which are good indicators 
of a given ínterval of temperature. salinity, and depth, respectively. Taking 
intő consxderation nőt a single species, bút a whole assemblage. and the 
dominance ratios, a fairly good approximation of the paleoenvironmental 
conditíons may be achieved.
E .g . . in the Upper Eocéné Bryozoan Mari Member of the Buda 
Hills here in Budapest several bryozoan assemblages could be distinguished 
(a totál of more than siguty: species), in which -xicaríation or substitution 
phenomena were observed. I. e. . with varying depth somé species were 
substituted by others of the same genus.
In quiet waters branching. tree-like colonies are common, 
while lamellate. incrustmg forms are characteristic of agitated. turbulent 
waters. Evén the shape of the same species may in íunction of the energy 
factor.
Bryozoans are commonly assuciated with red, brown and green 
algae (another mdicator of depth zonation). annelids, decapod crustaceans, 
gastropods, echinoderms, and more rarely with brachiopods. Characteristic 
paleocommunities or paleocenoses can be recognized which are, fór the 
geologist, traceable biofacies. E .g . , in the same Upper Eocéné Bryozoan 
Maris several such ancient life communíties were distinguished and their 
distnbutíon on sp.- ce and time established, in íunction of the natúré of 
substratum, depth and distance from the seashore. They revealed strikmg 
resemblances with present -day littoral and sublittoral associations of the 
Adriatic Sea. In íunction of time, migration phenomena could be detected 
and paleogeographic connections between Northern Italy. the Northern 
Carpathians and the Transylvaman Basin could be ascertamed, addíng a 
new item to other argument.s.
3342
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6. Techniques of Study: Tradítíonal and Up-to-Date.
Traditional techniques of preparation include washing (in the 
case of loose rocks) and thin sectioning (in the case of compact maris and 
limestones). Clayey mátrix can be removed by the use of caustic potash 
(KOH) or by Glauber'’ s salts, followed by careful soaking in slightly acidized 
water.
A 3 to 5 percent hydrochloric acid (HC1) solution may help to 
recover many a specimen írom solid rock.
As fór the thin sections., two sections are needed always fór 
exact examinafion: a longitudial one, parallel to the surrection of growth, 
and a tangential one, parallel to the surface of the zoarium. A thiird section, 
called transverse, c.it at right angles to the longitudinal, is very useful in 
studying stemlike forms.
Loose specimens of Tertiary bryozoans can be studied linzer 
a conventional stereomicroscope. eventually tinted pink with a light solution 
of red ínk in order to bring out morphological details more clearly than can 
be observed on the original matériái. Fór the preparation of thin sections. 
they are to be embedded in Canada balsam or in acrylates, taking care fór 
adequate orientation.
The use of collodium or acetate films fór the study of surface 
íeatures is highly recommended.
Magnifications ranging from 10 to 100 are generally sufficient. 
Polarization microscopy with crossed nicols is necessary fór the study of 
inner wall structures.
Modem methods of rather wide variety include X-ray photography, 
0 ^  - 0 ^  isotope thermometry, (by mass spectrom eter). Ca/Mg ratio
3342
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determmation, trace element analysis, and geometrical evaluation of the 
zoarium.
Statistical methods arc applied as fór any other group of mocrofossils.
Drawings and photographs should show both the external 
morphology and the internál stucture of the zoarium.
7. Application in Faciology and Stratigraphy
From all that was said about their ecology and cenology, it 
is obvious that bryozoans provide us a valuable tool fór facies analysis.
An example is presented: the case of the Upper Eocéné beds cut in 
oorehole Csv-18 in the southeastern foreland of the Vértes Mountains. 
These represent a "missing link” in a chain of Upper Eocéné Bryozoa 
occurrences situated from Nothern Italy through the Buda Hills to the 
Carpatians and to the Transylvanian Basin. As seen in Table 2. the Upper 
Eocéné age is clearly indicated by the assemblage. It could be deduced, 
that sedimentatíon occurred in marine water of normál salinity, at first 
at a depth of 20 to 60 m, later on somewhat deeper, at a maximum of about 
100 m: after a slightly more argillaceous episode a regxession set in.
The stratigraphic value of bryozoans was pointed out as 
early as in the first half of the 19th century by A. D’ ORBIGNY. In 
1904. F. CANU elaborated a "scale" of bryozoans fór the Tertiary of 
South America. In 1922, the greatest of paleobryozoologists, R. S.  
BASSLER, emphasized the stratigraphic importance of Bryozoa in the 
Paleozoic of the United States, a fact soon supported and . onfirmed by 
the p raolce of the big American oil companies. In Europe, F.KAISIN 
fór the Devonian of Belgium, J.ROGER, E..BUGE and M. VIGNAUX fór 
the Neogene, M. LABRACHERIE and others fór the Paleogene stated
3342
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the applicability of bryozoan assemblages (nőt of single species), in 
microbiostratigraphy. In Hungary, a great pioneer of micropaleontology, 
M. HANTKEN, first director of this Institute, reported on the Bryozoans of 
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Stratigraphic rangé of the bryozoan species 
found in the Eocéné of Borehole Csv-18
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A BRYOZOÁK PARADOXONAI ÉS HASZNA 
Dudich E.
Összefoglalás
Az UNESCO mikropaleontológiai-rétegtani továbbképző tan­
folyam keretében tartott előadásban a szerző áttekintést adott a fosszilis mo­
haállatok rendszertanának egyes kérdéseiről, a bryozoák anatómiájának 
mozaikevolucióval értelmezhető sajátosságairól, telep- és törzsfejlődésük 
jellegzetességeiről, valamint ökológiai és cönológiai érdekességeiről. Ism er­
tette a fontosabb vizsgálati módszereket, bemutatta az alapvető szakiroda- 
lom néhány müvét, végül pedig a facilógiai és rétegtani alkalmazást taglal­




ŐSLÉNYTANI VITÁK (Discussiones Palaeontologicae) 21. (1973.. Budapest pp.29-39
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SILICEOUS UNICELLULARS. THEIR USE FÓR 
FACIOLOGY AND BIOSTRATIGRAPHY
by
táncé at a world-wide scale in geology and raw materíals exploration. 
particularly so in the case of sediments containing no other kind of 
m icrofossils. By means of their investigation, the age and stratigraphic 
position of several deposits could be established in Hungary, too, and 
substantial assistance was given to geological mapping.
tuffs and tufites, or in "diatomites" accompanymg these. This fact is due 
to the circumstance that these rocks provided the silica required fór the 
construction of the siliceous tests.
a special study, taking intő consideration all important diatomite 
occurences from the Cretaceous to Holocene. established that diatomite 
formation is a function of the local dissolution of volcanic rocks rich in 
silica and poor in calcium.
In the Geological Survey of Hungary the siliceous unicellulars 
are evaluated nőt only paleontologically, bút alsó from the point of view 
of applied geology.
The immediate tasks are
-- to establish standard spectra fór the further compartive
The study of siliceous unicellulars is of mcreasing impor-
Siliceous unicellulars are to be found most likely in acidic
In 1922 H. POTONIE and in 1933 N. L. TALIAFERRO, m
3342
study of diatomite deposits by the microbiostratigraphic 
investigation of key sections;
30
--  to decipher the genesis of the sediments, by means of the 
e /aluation of sequences stratum by stratum:
- to establish the faciological and stratigraphic value of fossil 
siliceous unicellulars, based on species determinations.
All siliceous unicellulars in quéstion live in, or at least are bound to, water. 
Accordingly, the composition of the assemblages is controlled by the Chemical 
and physical char-. cteristics of the given aqueous médium, Light, temperature, 
agitation, chemism of the water are decisive fór the propagation of these 
microorganisms. Changes in these provoke changes in both the sediments 
and the assemblages endosed. Indirectly, these changes can be traced under 
the microscope. Accordingly, conclusions can be drawn as to the changes 
of climate, local temperature, salinity and impurities,
The most sensitive indicators of such alterations are the 
diatoms. In addition, they are usually the most abundant both in species 
and specimen. According to SHIMER and SCHROCK (1949), more than 
20,000 species belonging to more than 600 genera are known.
The ecology of the accessory, minor groups 
of siliceous unicellulars usually corresponds to that of the diatoms they 
are assocíated with.
Faciological and microbiostratigraphic evaluations are 
possible above all if one takes intő account the whole assemblage, in 
function of the sediments which has yielded them.
This synoptic investigation is prompted practically by the 
circumstance that d iring the preparation of the rock samples, having 
removed the anorganic mineral grains, the residue is constituted 
essentially by several kinds of siliceous unicellulars. Such are;
Archaeomonas, Silicoflagellata, Ebruou, Diatomea, Phytolithia, Ra- 
diolaria accompanied by fragments of siliceous sponges. It is a common 
3342
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case, however, that slightly chitinous tests of planktonic forms "inceratae 
sedis" of characterístic morphological features alsó occur, These may be 
of considerable stratigraphic value.
Fór drawing conclusions concerning the biofacies, the ecology 
and biotopes of the occuring species must be known. This implies the study 
of recent siliceous unicellulars.
In the evaluation of the ecological factors, one has to proceed 
very carefully. The ecological valence and conservation öf all species of the 
assemblage must be taken intő consideration. The factors are rather numerous. 
such as salinity, pH, temperature, light, agitation. organic ímpurities, etc, 
Unfortunately, fór numerous recent species the toleration limits fór each 
factors and the morphological and other changes concomitant with their 
variations, has nőt been cleared.
We have to be aware. moreover , that the thanatocoenosis studied 
by us is nőt identical with any original biocoenosis.
Special deliberation should be given to the allochtonous and 
autochtonous forms of the assemblage. Purely maríné or purely freshwater 
sediments are bíostratígraphically less important than the littoral and 
brackish-water ones. It should be emphasized that decrease in salinity can 
nőt be deduced from the abudance of freshwater forms in maríné sediments.
As a matter of fact. rivers carry numerous freshwater forms intő the sea, 
whích perish ín sea water, thus dominating just normally saline littoral 
sediments. Decrease of salt content can be, however, inferred from the ap- 
partíon (immigration) of brackish - water flóra, from the disparition and 
morphological change of stenohaline maríné forms.
A very important poínt is to evaluate the percentage of epi- 
phytic and benthonic species, as far as possible distinguíshing the allochtonous 
species from the autochtonous ones, thus eliminating freshwater forms
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transported by rivers, or reworked írom fre^hwater sediments.
In my experience the flórái assemblage of lagoons and brackish- 
-water lakes is very well recognizable. of endemic character (e. g. Csákvár 
basín and Hosszuhetény in the Mecsek Mountains). Decrease in fcaimity causes 
decrease in species number. changes in ornamentafion of the tests and 
apparition of new species. Complete desalination results in the disparition 
of the marine assemblage. However. euryhaline species endure (e .g . 
Coscinodíscus).
Shifting of the physico-Chemical equilíbríum results ín mór- 
phological alterations of the diatom tests. creating innumerable varieties. 
Quantitative (statistical) studies enabled us to State that with increasing 
salinity the longitudinal axis of the brackish-water forms becomes longer.
In the opposite case. that is of decreasing salinity,. the same axis becomes 
shorter the two ends of the cell show incision, while the central partbecome 
enlarged (Fór mstance: Fragilaria construens, Diploneis interrupta, Navicula 
elegáns. N. peregrina, N. hungarica, etc.).
Comprehensive studies have been publíshed on the paleobotanical 
and geological mvestigation of the more important diatomite deposits of 
Eocéné, Oligocene and Miocéné age of the world. The pioneer work done by 
Soviet, Germán, Japanese, Calífornian and Czechoslovakian research 
workers was followed up by Hungárián studies.
The region of Quarternary diatomology is the Atlantic,
Northern and Eastern Sea shore líne of Europe. By means of offshore cores. 
the direction of Pleistocene transgression and regressíon, the changes of 
the shorelme and the gradual decrease of salt content in the Eastern 5ea 
could be cleared up by Germán, Danish and Swedish scientists.
In Hungary important diatomites are known to occur in the 
foreland and marginal basíns of the mountains (Mecsek. Bakony, Vértes. 
Börzsöny. Mátras Bükk and Tokaj). (Fig. 1.) Tehir age varies írom Líassic
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through Oligocene. Miocéné and Pliocene to Holocene (Plate I.).
Further studíes should be done on Oligocene, Eocéné and 
Cretaceous deposits in Hungary. These may result in important chronological 
statements. ”Marker species'5, "guide fossils" of short haemeras my be 
used fór stratigraphic datation down to age (stage). In the Tertiary, especially 
in the Neogene (Plate I I .) even assemblages can be used fór detailed geochrono- 
logical subdivision. down to zone. and even fór long-distance correlation 
with the neighbourmg countries (Austria, Czechoslovakia, Yugoslavia.
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A kovás egysejtűek vizsgálata világszerte egyre jelentőseb­
bé válik a földtani és az iparági kutatások kapcsán. Különösen fontos azok­
nál az üledékeknél, melyek egyéb fosszílíát nem tartalmaznak, s ezért ré 
tegtani helyzetük, koruk bizonytalan. Segítségükkel hazánk területén is már 
számos'breddőnek" vélt üledék korát., rétegtam helyzetét sikerült tisztáz­
ni, s a földtani térképezés számos problémáját megoldani.
A kovás egysejtűek elsősorban savanyu tufás-tufitos üledékek ­
ben, vagy ezekkel kapcsolatban előforduló diatomitokban találhatók, mert 
keletkezésük., elszaporodásuk feltételét, a házuk, vázuk felépítéséhez szük­
séges oldott kovasavat az üledékgyüjtőkben többnyire e kőzetek jelenléte b iz­
tosította.
POTONIÉ 1920 -ban. majd TALIAFERRO 1933- ban külön tanul­
mányában - számbavéve a krétától napjainkig képződött minden jelentős dia- 
tomaföld előfordulást - igazolta, hogy a diatomitok keletkezése mennyire 
függvénye a kalciumszegény, kovasavdus vulkáni kőzeteknek.
A Rldtani Intézetben nem csupán őslénytani , hanem alkalma­
zott földtani szempontból is értékeljük a kovás egysejtűek vizsgálati eredmé­
nyeit. E cél megvalósítása érdekében közvetlen feladatunk:
L )  hogy - egyes alapszelvények mikro és biosztratigráfiai feldolgozásá­




2 . ) hogy az előfordulások üledéksorát réteg áltozásonként vizsgálva és a ma
radványokat statisztikusan értékelve megoldjuk az üledékképződés gene­
tikáját
3 .  ) hogy a faj-meghatározások alapján megállapithassuk a fosszilis kova-
algák réteg ani és az egyéb kovás egysejtűek fácies- és korjelző ér 
tékát.
Az általunk vizsgált ko ás egysejtűek kivétel nélkül vízben vagy 
vízhez kö otten élnek, ezért a vizne.x. mint élettérnek fizikai kémiai tulaj ­
donságai határozzák meg a bennük kialakult társulások összetételét. A fény, 
a h ; a viz mozgása, kémiai összetétele döntő szerepet játszanak e mikroor­
ganizmusok elszaporodásában. E tényezők változásai változást idéznek elő 
az élőlények együttesében, az üledék szerves és szervetlen alkotóiban és 
ezeket a változásokat észleljük, közvetve, a mikroszkópban. Az időjárás- 
-változások, hőmérsékletingadozások,, áradások, a viz hőfokának, sótartal­
mának szennyezettség! fokának változásai mind igen lényegesen befolyásol­
ják a míkroflóra-míkrofauna kialakulását.
E fizikai és kémiai változások legérzékenyebb indikátorai 
a Díatomák, mert a k ? ás egy-sejt ek kozott faj és többnyire egyedszámban 
is a Díatomák a leggazdagabbak (több mint 20; 000 faj és 600 genus ismert 
(SHIMER et SHROCK 1949) ). Ezért nem véletlen, hogy a Díatomák okoló 
gíája a legtanulmányozottabb. Mi is elsősorban ennek ismeretében vonjuk 
le paieobotamkai k 5vétkeztetéseinket, annál is inkább, mert a Díatomák 
mellett a többi, a kőzetben járulékos elegyrészként előforduló kovás egy 
sejtnek ökológiája többé kevésbé azonos azzal a Diatoma együttesével, 
melynek társaságában előfordulnak.
A kovás egysejtűek vizsgálat-Inak adatai, faciológiai finomréteg 
tani értékelésre elsősorban akkor alkalmasak ha nem elszigetelten egy-egy 
kiragadott csoportot, hanem az üledékben előforduló teljes m arad, ányegyürtest 
vizsgáljuk, az őket bezáró üledék függvényében.
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A kovás egysejtűek teljes maradványegyüttesének vizsgálata 
önként is kínálkozik, mert a kőzet feltárása, preparálása alkalmával az 
ásványi organikus szemcséket eltávolítjuk, s az így nyert maradék jelentős 
része a kovás egysejtűek: Archaeomonasok. Silicoflagellaták, Ebrudák. 
Diatomák . Phytolithariák valamint Radiolariák és kovaszivacsok héj és váz­
elemeinek halmaza. A maradványegyüttesben azonban sok esetben elszór­
tan gyengén kovásodott kitinhéju, de jellemző morfológiáju "íncertae sedis" 
planktonformák is előfordulnak. Ezek szerepe jelentős, szintjelző lehet.
Ahhoz, hogy a fosszilis maradványokból az egykori bioíácies- 
re helyesen következtethessünk,, nem elegendő a kőzetmintában előforduló 
fajok meghatározása, hanem ismernünk kell a kovás egysejtűek életmódját, 
életterét is. Ezért a fosszilis kovás egysejtűek kutatása a tágabb értelem ­
ben vett "diatomológia'5 és a jelenkori kutatások = ’Aktualforschung” szoro­
san összefüggnek.
Jelentősebb magyarországi díatomás üledékek a Mecsek.
Bakony, a Vértes. Börzsöny. Mátra. Bükk és a Tokaj hegység előterében 
és peremi medencéiben fordulnak elő (1. sz. ábra), felső-liász, oligocén, 
miocén, pliocén és holocén korban (I. - II. táblázat).
A felsoroltakból kitűnik, hogy vizsgálatainkat elsősorban a Dia 
tornák fáciesjelző tulajdonságaira alapozva és fokozatosan kiterjesztve az 
idősebb hazai oligocén. eocén, majd kréta rétegösszletek vizsgálatára is. 
fontos kronológiai megállapitásokat eredményezhetnek. Vizsgálataink alap­
ján a kihalt fajok elsősorban az un. rövid fajoltőjü ;’vezérkövületek” nagyobb 
időegységek, időszakok, korok, emeletek elhatárolására szolgálnak. A har­
mad- és negyedidőszakban nem csupán a vezér kövületek, hanem a fajok tá r ­
sulásai is az üledékek részletes geokronológiai tagolására (kor. emelet, 
szint), sőt távkorrelációra (Ausztria. Bulgária, Csehszlovákia. Jugoszlávia, 




ASPECTS OF NOMENCLATURE, TAXONOMY, ECOLOGY. CENOLOGY. 
CLIMATOLOGY AND FACIOLOGYIN PALEOPALYNOLOGICALSTUDIES
by
Prof. E. NAGY
ŐSLÉNYTANI VITÁK (Discuss-siones Palaeontologicae) 21. (1973) Budapest pp»41-49„
Regular palynological investigations of informative natúré, 
íntended to support geological studies were started in the early fiftíes and 
are stíll being conducted ín the Geological Survey of Hungary, The 
palynological research work comprises more or less the whole geological 
tíme scale.
The results are aids fór the geological mapping of the 
respective terrinories.
In the following. the methodological approach should be 
disscussed which may be of use fór other palynologLLs working in 
sim ilar condítions.
Paleopalynology has many difficulti.es. The importance of the 
really good and clean samplíng, the different maceration technics depending 
on the natúré of the sediments should símply be mentioned here.
One of the most ímportant items of palynological work is 
the mdentificatíon of the forms. Onaccount of the huge amount of the 
samples examined, partícular care is taken to register the results as 
precísely as it is possible and to make as much photgraphs as possible.
The photographs have been made by the aid of conventional 
light microscope only. To enhance comparisons. the final photos represent 
1000 x magnification. Our slides are stabilized preparates which allow 
investigators to carry out repeated analyses in ever fuller detail, The 
microscope coordmates are alsó recorded fór forms which are considered 
to be worthy of attention.
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Morphological indentification is the basis of all further work. 
The valid binomínal nomenclature is used, according to the Rules of the 
International Code of Botanical Nomenclature.
Fór the purpose of detecting eventual botanical affinities., 
conírontation with living plants is possible to a different degree in íuncti- 
on of geological time, in inverse ratio with it. In the case of earlier 
p-.riods one is happy if somé connection can be found betwen the fossíi 
disperse spores and somé major botanical taxa, perhaps with somé 
m acrorest. In younger periods of the Earthr s history in principle the 
torms are nearer to the recent flóra; however this fact does nőt make 
the study easier.
During the Tertiary several types of vegetation could be 
established. It is difficult to point out the differences between these and 
the recent flóra of the tropical and subtropical zones of the Earth. There 
are many question marks left and naturally in the fossil relict assemblages 
of spores and pollen grams there are even more problems,
Ecological and cenological considerations are of somé help 
in this respect.
The author tried in many cases to determine biocenosis. In 
somé cases it was nőt possible to integrate somé spécimens with the 
ecological type. In these cases there are two alternatives;
1 . ) these forms are allochtonous, or
2 .  ) their oekotype has been changed to another type. E.g.
warm climate species develop step by step a flóra of 




The found single or few specímens were alsó taken intő con- 
sideration. The spore and pollen production of plants is very different. 
Moreover, the dífferences in the círcumstances of fossilization are alsó 
considerable, so every single specimen can be characteristíc of an 
association or facies ox'geological period. The author examined especially 
fór the Neogene the spores and pollen grains of recent species sim üar to 
the fossil ones. Utilizing the possibility of the identification. paleoecological 
conclusions were drawn. In the author" s work on Upper Pannonian lignites 
the changes of the paleovegatation, the paleocenosis, in time were described 
with particular attention to the sedimentological variations.
In an other work from South Hungary (Mecsek Mts) the paleo- 
floral patterns and paleoecological evaluations were established (Fig. 1 -2 .).
From the indentification the spores and pollen grains, from 
the paleoecological and paleocenological results it is possible to draw 
conclusions as to the paleoclimate (Fig. 3 .).
The taxa used fór paleoclimatological evaluations are bút 
rarely identifiable within present-day spores and pollens.The determmation 
is considered successful only if the genera are identified. However, by the 
aid of somé fam ilies. certain climatic conclusions can be drawn (e .g . Palmae. 
Sapotaceae, Symplocaceae, e tc .). There are alsó somé ub.quitous genera 
which do nőt allow a more precise estimation. In spite of the fact thai plánt 
remains are used first of all to evaluate the ancient climate, in the Miocéné 
we are far from being able to apply directly ín each cases the pnnciple of 
actualism as it can be done in the Pliocene or Pleistocene.




The conclusíons drawn on the basís of the analysís of pollen 
spectra helped only in the reconstruction of the local climate, although the 
ancient vegetatíon was highly ínfluenced by the microclimate. Our present 
knowledge is nőt sufficient fór the evaluation of such details.
Changes of temperature can be due to differences ín the height 
above the sea level. Very often only a realistic evaluation is possíble on this 
basis. The author's researches, together with geological investigations. 
contributed to paleogeographic reconstructíons. It is supposed that there 
was a mountam near the basm in the area studied. Thus the elements indicating 
a colder climate are mterpreted as common highland elements of the subtropical 
climate.
On the basis of the pollen analysís there was hardly any 
possibility fór estimating the precipitation conditions. At the same time 
the Ephedra, Ilex species and Compositae forms were taken fór representatives 
of a drier climate.
As to the régimé of winds it was supposed, relyíng upon the 
present-day conditions that what played a great role concernmg pollen 
transport, could be the littoral or coexisting mountain-valley daily wind whích 
brought the pollen matériái independently from the dominat wind intő the 
sedimentation basin. Of course. if the daily wind direction coincided with 
the dominant one. it was able to bring the pollen grains from a very great 
distance. This airm o ement assumed pollen transport even in lacustrine 
phases. This hypothesis is justified by the fact that in the spectra pollen 
grains of highland plants are constantly found.
The areas studied show a littoral position. Because of their 
prescpposed State as a wide-spread Pliocene inner laké shore. they assured 
a balanced climate fór vegetation in the Laté Neogene, In the wh öle Neogene 
the generál type of the climate was subtropical.
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A tropical climate is nof manifested anywhere by vegetation; 
tropical flórái elements are relatively few. Tropical flórái elements can 
occur in subtropical areas as undergrowth (RÜBEL 1930, pp. 6 9 -70 .), it 
means that the presence of somé tropical species do nőt absolutely indicate 
a tropical climate. The author interpreted as tropical elements somé 
Bryophytae (Anthocerotaceae), the r epres ént atives of Echinatisporítes, 
Polypodiaceoisporites and of the spores from the Cicatricosisporites and 
the Gleicheniidites species, the pollen gr ains r epres ént ing the Cycadaceae 
and Acmopyle, the Sapotaceae family, Jussiaepollemtes. Dipterocar- 
pacearumpollenites species, somé species (edmundi, euphoni types) of 
the Araliaceae family and of the Arecipites species,
An orogenic movement could be shown in the Mátra 
Mountams (north of Hungary) during the Pleístocene. As a consequence of 
JASKJTs investígations (1947), we can assume that during the Pliocene 
the Mátra Mountaíns were 400-500 m higher than today. Therefore, uh ere 
now we find the oak and in the higher regions the bee^h zone, during the 
Pliocene - if we take intő consideration al-.-o the northern slopes of the 
mountains - it was the habitat of pines of a more elevated area (NAGY 
1958, p. 138 and p. 271).
Examining through the Petó'fíbánya adit the Upper Pannonian 
brown coal complex of Mátraalja, it was possible to evaluate the so called 
main coal-seam on the basis of 3 exposures and 2 boreholes. As the 
palynological analyses involved only the coal complex and cbiefly the 
main seam, the climate results were much sím ilar. Analyses of samples 
taken of small vertical intervals or rather the results of detailed studies 
(the intervals were generally of 20 cm) have shown t;hat a finer evaluation 
could be made. At the paleoclimatological evaluation of the brown coal 
facies, we had to account undoubtedly with a special local climate. I could 
distinguish four local climatic types:
a) the local climate of the marsh and fernwood,
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b) of the Coastal fór est,
c) of the piedmont fór est and that
d) of the higher mountain forests.
(NAGY 1958, pp. 126-130 and pp. 256-261.)
Fór the geologists one of the most important results is the 
faciological conclusion. To this purpose, the planktonic organisms are 
very useful whid; occur together with the spores and pollen grains in the 
slides.
There are typical forms indicating fresh-water environment 
(Ovidites ligneolus R.POT. , Terraporina quadrata BOLCH. , Pediastrum sp,).
There are fossils characteristic of marine waters as well: 
Emslandia australiense (DEFL. etCOOKS.), Crassospnaera concinna 
COOKS. et MÁN. , Tytthodiscus sp. , remains of forams (microforams).
Actynocyclus octonarius EHRBG. and Thalassiphora pelagica 
EIS. et GOCHT fór example are indícative of brackish environment.
Starting from the ecological natúré of the known m icrofossils 
one attempts to determine that of the new species. Fór example Savitrinia 
miocaenica NAGY occurs with fresh -water species, or Margosphaera 
velata NAGY with Tytthodiscus mecsekensis, indicative of marine 
environment.
Comparing the palynological data with the results of forami 
niferal studies, somé conclusions can be drawn as to the facies and to 
redeposition. It is an other interesting and difficult: question.
The redeposition from the older layers was taken mto consi- 
deratron which gives information about the circumstances of the formation 
of sediments. E .g . in the Neogene m aterials of the Mecsek Mountains many
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Paleozoic -Mesozoic forms are found redeposited írom the Central Paleozoic- 
. Mesozoic mass of the mountains.
Summarizmg the results of palynology somé biostratigraphic 
conclusíons can alsó be drawn. The flórái patterns reconstructed from the 
Mecsek Mts matéria! are useful fór local correlations in Hungary. At the 
end 3 figures are given as examples of the biostratigraphic method sketched 
abo^e,
1. Borehole H. 53 in Mecsek Mts. The forms haviig sim ilar 
morphological and ecological character were drawn togefher. The result 
was: the possibility of biostratigraphic zonation (Fig. 4 .).
2. A borehole from North Hungary (Alsóvadász No. 1 .). Here 
the species were drawn up in the order of their disappearence.
3. Borehole H.53 from Mecsek Mts where the chmatical 
change can be seen in time scale from the Upper Helvetian till the Upper 
Pannonian. This part of the diagram has the same character as that of an 
other borehole in East Mecsek Mts (Komló 120) and of other samples of 
outerops from the West Mecsek Mts.
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A PALEOPALYNOLOGIAI KUTATÁSOK NOMENKLATÚRA!. TAXIONCj MIAI 
ÖKOLÓGIAI, CÖNOLÓGIAI, KLIMATOLÓGIAI ES 
f a c io l Óg ia i VONATKOZÁSAI
Nagy Lászlóné
Összefoglalás
A paleopalynológiai kutatás néhány módszertani vonatkozású 
kérdését tárgyalja a szerző. Az anyaggyűjtésen, laboratóriumi munkán túl 
menően a meghatározás, a morfológiai, botanikai azonositás nehézségeiről 
és fontosságáról esik szó. Ezek pontosságán múlik minden további tudományos 
és gyakorlati következtetés. A hazai palynológiai kutatásaink paleokli matoló- 
giai zónák felállítását is eredményezték. Facíológiai következtetések - felhasz­
nálva az áthalmozódást is - különösen fontosak az ipari kutatások számára is.
A levonható biosztratigráfiai értékelés a geológiai térképezés­
nek ad komoly segítséget. Természetesen a palynológiai értékelés együtt 
történik a mikro- és makropaleontológiai. üledékföldtani adatokkal. Három 




ŐSLÉNYTANI VITÁK (Discussiones Palaeontologícae) 21. (1973) Budapest pps 65-71
In the Mecsek Mountőil)# írom i he Laté Permian up to rhe 
Cretaceous a practically jnintermitted sedimentation occurred. After 
E.NAGY the sedimentary rocks formed duringthis ínterval belong intő two 
major cycles. The earlier cycle is Laté Permian Rhaetian. and the later 
one Jurassic - Cretaceous. T heearltest. Continental part of the lat tér cycle 
is the lowermost Jurassic coal-bearmg sequence of 200 to 1200 m in thickness. 
which develops continuously from the underlying 150 to 200 m rhick Rhaetian 
sediments of fluvial. deltaic and lacustrine facies.
The above mentioned facts determine the atms of paiynolo 
gical studies on the Lower Jurassic of the Mecsek Mountams, as foliowsr
1 . ) Approximative determmation of the degree of carbomzatiom
2. ) Designation of the Triassic/Liassic boundary:
3 .  ) Separaiion of the fossil swamp zones and correlation of
the coal seams:
4 .  ) Outlining of the paleogeography.
1.) Approximative determination of the degree of carbonization
The Lower Jurassic coals of the Mei. sek Mount ains are vari ed 
from palynological pomt of \iew. In the centi al part ot the toal ítéld region 
(m the Komló. Máza-Sourh and Tornacáralja South area.^f seams rich in
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pollen-graíns are present. The here mined coals are of high volatile content. 
In the Southern coal-fields (i .e , at Pécs, Vasas, Hosszuhetény) the seams are 
free írom pollen mat.erial, Here the degree of carbonization is equal to, or 
higher than that of the fát coals. The same holds true fór certain northern 
coal-fields (e .g . Szászvár. Császta, Máza. Tornaváralja). As suggested 
by NEMEDI-VARGA. Z. the high degree of carbonization as well as the 
vitritl^acdon of the pollen exine in the lowermost Jurassic coals of the Mecsek 
Mountains can be due to tectonic stresses rather than to sediment-pressure. 
As metallurgical coke basíc m aterials. the high volatile coals of the pollen - 
-rich seams are the most valuable.
2 .) Designation of the Triassic/Liassic boundary
While the coal seams of the Pécs area - due to the high degree 
of carbonization - yield no spore and pollen matériái, the underlying Upper 
T riassic rocks occasionally yield numerous sporomorphs. The preservation 
is in the most cases poor, bút the Upper T riassic  flórái character of the 
Mecsek Mountains is determinable even on the basís of the fragmentary 
specimens. A well determinable Upper T riassic pollen association has been 
found in the underlying rocks of the Nagymányok coal-field, The standard 
matériái derives from Boreholes P. 28 and P, 39. The sequence devdoped here 
represents the Upper T riassic reference section fór the Mecsek Mountains. 
During the studies it was proved, that in the Upper Triassic certain spore 
and pollen forms appear which are missing in the coal seams, bút reappear 
in their hanging wall. The hitherto determined Upper Triassic and Lower 
Liassic flóra consists of altogether 128 forms, Among those 45 forms are 
confined to the Upper T riassic and 38 to the Lower Liassic, while the rest can 
be found both in the T r ia ss ic  and Liassic.
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In the Upper T riassic the highly sculptured spores and pollens 
are more common as in the Lower Liassic, The ephedrids are found in the 
Triassic only, suggestmg more arid climate fór the Laté T riassic as compared 
to the Early Liassic,
3 .) Separation of the fossil swamp zones and correlation of the coal seams
On the hasis of palynological studies three well separable 
swamp zones can be distinguished within the Lower Jurassic coal-field region 
of the Mecsek Mountains, These following swamp zones occur in superimposition 
as well as juxtaposition,
a .  ) Deep-swamp zone, mainly allochtonous (high-land) pine pollen grains,
b .  ) Shallow-swamp zone, mainly with allocht onous (high-land) pine pollen
grains and Calamospores,
c .  ) Forested-swamp zone, mainly with fern-spores, pteridogperm
pollen grains and Inaperturopollenites reissingeri,
This is considered a gymnosperm pollen grain, belongíng to the 
family Palyssiaceae or Podozamitaceae. This zone is the most 
extended and commonest type in the Mecsek Mountains5 Lower 
Jurassic coal-fields.
The zonal differentiation of the swamps is indicated by the pollen and spore 
enrichment, as shown in Fig. 1. The coal-petrological investigations by 
Mrs, A. PAAL proved that the coal-petrological and palynological changes 
are correlative, Accordingly, the two methods can be checked by each other,
The deep-swamp, shallow-swamp and forested-swamp zones 
are characterized by specific features, By close sampling vertical and 
horizontal changes are traceable, The palynological data suggest identical 
flórái associations through the whole coal-bearing sequence (Hettangian - 
- Lower Sinemurian). This is supported by the coal-petrological studies too,
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This Is why correlation is difficu.lt. The íew spores and pollens confíned to 
certain seams are too sporadícal fór u séfül correlation. However. xn ceria 
coal seams the rario and order of the strip types is determined and wxthin 
limited area these are characferistíc. Simílarly charact éri Stic is the 
successíon of the pollen fúrás due to facies changes, The genetic diagram of 
two neíghbouring shafts is usually identical.
4 .) Outiint. of the paleogeogiaphy
The main problem is the position of the land masses on which 
the Upper Triassic - Lower Líassic flóra of the Mecsek Mountains extisted, 
Although the pollen anaíitíca] data are ínsufficíent: fór an exact reconstruction, 
the availabie facts alíow us to outline somé affinitíes of the Mecsek Mountains 
flóra.
To the West írom Hungary the Upper T riassic - Lower Líassic 
fioras were studied in detail. The T riassic flóra of the Eastern Alps is known 
from the works of KLAUS (1969), the Germán Basm was studied by SCHULZ 
(1967). MADLER (1964), RELSáNGER and LESCHIK (1955). The résül;-, of 
the studies on the Kössen Maris (Rhaetian, uppermost T riassic) were described 
by VENKATACHALA and GC^CZAN. The Kármán assemblage of Borehole Mesteri 
I. was publíshed by E. HUTTER (1964). The presenf wríter studied coal samples 
deriving from the Gosau Líassic and Upper T riassic  materíals from Boreholes 
Mány-24. Mány-52 and (more recently) from Borehole Vállus-3. The data súg- 
gest: thai the Upper T riassic of the region to the North of Laké Balaton contains 
many spores and pollens which are common ín the Germán and Austrian areas, ' 
Fór exanple the species of Gr amd operett lat ipolhs. Arat risporire^ 
DabinasporíteS; Ovalípollís ovális. Triancoraesporjtes. pme pollené 
Camerosporires. Eu/onalospornes and Dupllcosporitea ílutje .pores and 
pollens are missing in the Upper Triassic and Lower Líassic of the Mecsek 
Mountains, as well as ín the Upper T riassic and Líassic of Schonen (Sweden)
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and írom the Liassic of Eastern Poland. The pollen flóra,s of the latter reg ’ons 
are known pr ncipally from the works of MALJAVKINA (1953), N1LSSON (1958) 
and ROGALSKA (1954, 1956). The resemblance between ihe polish, Russian, 
Swedísh floras and the flóra of the Mecsek Mountains is strikmg. Ln conclusion, 
there was no flórái exchange between the Bohemian Mass and the Rhodope Mass 
durxng the Laté T ríassic and the Early Liassic.
The region of the Balaton Highland and the Keszthely Hills was 
mfluenced by the vicmity of the Bohemian Mass iitring the Laté T ríassic.
The Mecsek Land and the Bohemian Mass were separated by a Consolidated 
sea, forming an mpenetrable barrier fór the graniferous plants. Accordíng 
to the paleogeographical map of E.NAGY, the axis of this sea branvh exfended 
roughly along the line of Laké Balaton, then curved to the North towards Zakopane 
in Poland, and probaly continued in hrotd branch towards Sweden. If is 
supported by the paleogeographic maps of Poland, although the tracing of the 
connection is doubtful in the Carpathians, On the eastern Coastal region of 
this sea-branh existed a flóra very sim ilar to fhat: of the assemblage of the 
Upper T ríassic Lower Liassic of the Mecsek Mountains
During rhat: time the Rhodope and the Podolian Mass were in 
flórái connection wifh the Russian Platform. Between the Russian Platform 
and fhese large islands repeated flórái exchanges existed, The Bohemian 
Mass, however, was isolated from these latter, and flórái exchange did nőt 
cccur . nőt even by the way of islands.
The possibilitíes of the flóra 1 ísolations and migraüons are 




The principle of pollen and spore enrichment and differentiation.
Legend: A. j Atmospheric spore and pollen supply, B ,; The majority 
of the falling spores preserved, C .: The majority of the 
falling spores destructed.
Fig. 2.
Paleogeographic sketch map indicating the flórái connections 
of the Mecsek Mountains
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The large-scale drilling made fór exploration and mapping 
purposes provided an oppotunity to study the Miocéné microfauna in Hungary, 
On the basis of the stratigraphically important Foraminifera species and 
foraminiferal assemblages the Miocéné can be divided intő st.ages, horizons 
and facies. (Table I , )
The Oligocene rocks are overlain by the Eggenburgian (Bur- 
digalian) terrestrial variegated clay, then marine clay-m arl, sandy mari
and fíne-grained sandstone beds. These latter marine beds contain a relatively
/•/
rích Foraminifera fauna of 96 determinable forms (NYÍRÓ 1967), In the fauna 
the genera Cibicides, Globigerina and Nomon are present with the greatest 
species number. Regardmg the specimen number. the bulímmids, cassí- 
dulinids and the species Robulus mornatus, Rota^a beccarn, Globigerina 
woodi woodi, Globigerina ciperoensis ciperoensis and Gl, ciperoensis 
angustiumbilicata are dominant. The faunal constitution coincides with that 
of Southern Slovakia and the Burdigalian beds of Eggenburg. Characteristic is 
the mínute size of the specimens. indicative of the sandy facies rather than 
the salt-content. The microfauna is completed by several sponge-spicules, 
echinoderm spines and small fish teeth,
The depostits of the Ottnangian (Lower Helvetian) are represented 
by rhyolitic tuffs (the so-called "Lower Rhyolitic Tuffs''). brown-coal measures 
and Cardium-bearing clay-m arl beds, Foraminifers of greater specimen and 
species number occur only in these latter. Cardium-bearing beds. Here two 
Foraminifera horizons (lower and upper) can be distinguished, The lower
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horizon yxeíds exclusxvely benthonic forms, L e . rotaliids, nonionids and 
Elphídium. while the upper is characterized by the planktonic bolivinids, 
globigerinids and Cibicides. In the unproductive intercalations of the coal 
measures fragíle agglutinál:ed forms of the genus Miliammina can be found, 
indxcatxng the facies only. without age-determining value.
The rock-types of the Carpathian (Upper Helvetian) --  the 
Oncophora-sand, the Chlamys-bearíng sandstones and the Schlier beds --  
are rxch in Foraminifera. In the Schlier beds a bíofacies containing maínly 
benthonic, an other yielding agglutínated (particularly trochaminids), and a 
third, rich in planktonic forms can be distinguísbed,
The most characteristic elements of the benthonic assemblage 
are the species Uvigerma graciliform is, Dyocxbicides biserxalis. 
Plectofrondicularia diversicostata, Robulus inornatus, Amphinxrphina haueriana. 
In addition several specimens of the genera Dentalina, Cibxcxdes, Bulimmá; 
Spiroplectammina and Bolivina complete the assemblage. In the horizon rich 
íd planktordc eieíuenis all of the above mentioned forms can be found, 
complementary are the species Globxgerxna woodi, GL foliata, Gl, juvenxlis,
GL concínna, Gl. apertura, Gl. bulloides and Globorotalxa acostaensis.
The mmute-sized forrna -of this assemblage can be found alsó xn the Oncophora- 
sands. In the microfaunas of the Carpathxan rocks sp onge-spicules and skeleton- 
-portioru;, occasionally with great profusion are present, The association 
is completed by echxnoderm spines, rare  fish remains and radxolarians.
This type of Carpathian sedxments are exclusxvely known to N-NE of the 
river Danube line. To the South of this line an other facies, the so-called 
"F ísh -sca le  clay-m arl" is represented. Foramxnifers (e,g. Globigerina 
bulloides, Rotalxa beccaríi) in this Fish-scale clay-m arl can be found in 
the ingressive intercalations only. On the other hand, the gireat profusion 
of sp onge-spicules and skeleton portxons, fish remains and radiolarxans 
are characteristie. The uppérmost member of the Carpathxan xs the pumiceous.
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biotite-rich rhyolitic tuff overying the Schlíer beds, This tuff-horizont is known 
as the "Middle Rhyolitic Tuff" in Hungary. Within the rhyolitic tuffs only the 
clayey strata yield scarce microfauna (Rotalia beccarii, NetiongrEooSum).
The volcanie tuffs are overlain uncomformably by the sediments 
of theBadeiien (Tatámon). In the clay-m arl beds of the Lower Tortonian the 
Foraminifera fauna is constituted by a mass of planktonic elements and the genera 
and species of the famiíy Lagenidae, Here first appear OtfcuÜna universa and 0. 
suturalís, the species which are dominant together with Globigerinoides tri- 
lobus, GI. quadrilobatus and Gl. rubra in the assemblage, With sm aller specimen 
number the species Globigerinoides bisphaericus, Globigerina drury, Gl, 
díplostoma, GL glomerata, Gl. bollíi and Globorotaliá seitula are represented 
in the fauna. The species Globoquadrina altispíra. G. conglomerata, G. gdobosa 
and G. dehiscens are alsó present. Beside the planktonic forms the benthomc 
elements are alsó of greater quantity. The predommance of the 
species of the family Lagenidae is characteristic.
Durmg the basinal deposition of the Lagenidae beds, in the near- 
-shore areas the Leitha limestone was formed. In this pecuiiar near-shore 
complex íme grained sandstone, sandy mari, crumbly to massive limestone 
beds alternate. In the near-sfrre sediments of the Lower Tortonian, in the so- 
-called "Lower Leitha Complex" the species Amphistegma haueríana, 
Heterostegina costata, H, granulatatesta and H. papyracea gigantea are 
characteristie, Additionally other Tortonian forms, i. e, the species 
Asterigerina planorbis, Elphidium crispum, Siphonmá reticulata. LMgérina 
pygmoídes etc. are alsó present, The microfauna is completed by bryozoans, 
lithotham da and echinoderm remains.
In the Bakony and Mecsek Mountains onto the Lower Tortonian 
clay-m arls or the Lower Leitha Complex succed brackish-water, fresh-water 
beds containing brown-coal measures. In these sediments certain euryhalíne 
species are present with small specimen number (Rotalia beccarii. miliolids).
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Overlying the brown-coal measures follow the shallow-water Corbula-Turritella- 
-bearing beds of the Upper Tortonian. These have been divided intő three parts 
on the basis of the Foraminifera. In the ímmediate overlying beds of the brown- 
-coal measures the búik of the fauna is represented by the species of the genus 
Rotalia, therefore it is named "Rotalia Horizont". Characteristic species are 
the Rotalia beccarii, R. papillosa, Pyrgo inornata, P. clypeata, P. simplex and 
Elphidium crispum, Above the Rotalia Horizont due to the increasing trans- 
gression, fine-grained, clayey sediments succeed, The typical feature of íts 
rich foraminifer fauna is the presence of the agglutinate forms, bút addítionally 
numeros calcareous and planktonic elements alsó can be found. These beds form 
the the "Spiroplectammina Horizont", with the characteristic Ammodiscus 
miocenicus, Philopsammina adanula_, Ph. hungarica, Haplostiche rudis, Sigmoilina 
celata, Martinottiella communis, Textularia agglutiuans, Spiroplectammina 
carinata, Sp, deperdita. Sp, scaligera, Globoquadrina posonensis, Globigerina 
microstoma, Gl. eamesi. Globigerirmats rubra, Adelosina laevigata, 
Ptychomiliolma separans species.
The Foraminifera assemblage of the Uppermost Tortonian is 
characterized by the profusion of the species of the family Bulimmttáöö. In 
the fauna of this "Buliminidae Horizon" the species Uvigerina tenuistriata.
U, venusta lieringensis, Bulimina elongata. B, pupoides, B, buchiana,
Cassidulina oblonga, Bolivina dilatata and Globigerina bulloides occur in 
great specimen number.
The heteropic, near-shore facies of the Corbula-Turritella 
bearing complex divided intő Rotalia. Spiroplectammina and Buliminiade 
Horizons is the Upper Leitha Complex. Characteristic rock-types are the 
Bryozoa-Ditrupa- and trace-fossil-bearing sands and sandstones, The 
determinable Foraminifera fauna of the sandy beds of the Upper Leitha 
Complex consists of Borelis meló, Peneroplis planatus. Dendritina ele­
gáns, D, haueri, Vertebraüna foveolata and Spirolina austriaca, On the 
basis of the diLerent Foraminifera assemblages, the Lower and Upper 
Tortonian Leitha Limestones can be easily distinguished-
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The brackísh-water sediments of the Sarmatian succeeds conti- 
nuously onto the Tortonian. The boundary can only be drawn on the basis of 
paleontological studies. In the Sarmatian of Hungary the following facies can 
be proved by means of Foramínifera:
Miliolidae facies in the clay-m arls of the basal Sarmatian.
In the fauna the genera and species of the family Mili­
olidae are dominant.
Cibicides facies is characterized by the profusion of the 
species Anomalina badenensis and Cibicides lobatulus.
Ammomarginulina facies with the species of the genera 
Ammomargínulina and Ammobaculites.
These assemblages. constituted by thin-shelled. agglutinate forms lived 
in near-shore. brackish-water basins, which were occasionally connected 
with the open sea,
The Nodophthalmidium facies is known from sandstone and 
mari beds. Besides the species Nodophthalmidium sarmaticum and Articulina 
probléma the genera Meandroloculina and Nubecularia can alsó be recognized. 
The genus Nubecularia, characteristíc of the Russian Middle Sarmatian 
(Bessarabian), marks rather the facies. owing to its affinity to calcareous 
sediments.
The Rotalia beccarii facies is characterized by the great 
specimai number of the nominate species. Remarkable is the minute size 
of the rotaliids, probably due to somé derease in salinity.
Nőmaatgranosum facies. In the clay beds the species Nonion 
granosum í ’ccurs in great spécimét: number. The faunal assemblage is 
completed by the species Elphidíum crispum, E. hauerium, Rotalia 
beccarii and somé miliolids.
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These latter thr®e foraminiferal facies are characteristic of the basinal 
development of the Sarmatian,
The above mentioned listings do nőt mean succession, because 
the facies occur alternatíngly or m reverse order. too, On the basis of our 
studies the Nomon granosum facies can be usually found in the upper, the 
Nodophthalmidium facies in the míddle, and the Mtliolidae facies in the lower 
part of the Sarmatian.
The Sarmatian near-shore sediments are represented by Milio- 
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FORAMINIFERA VIZSGALATOK MAGYARORSZÁG MIOCÉN KEPZODME
n y e ib o l
Koreczné Laky I.
Összefoglalás
Magyarország miocén ósszlere a rétegtani szempontból fontos ' 
Foraminiferák és Foraminifera együttesek alapján emeletekre, szintekre és 
fácíesekre tagolható.
Legidősebb miocén lerakódásaink a burdigalai (eggenburgien) emeletbe sorolha 
tő tengeri anyagmárga rétegek, viszonylag gazdag Foraminifera faunát tarta l­
maznak. A fauna összetétele megegyezik a dél-szlovákiai, valamint az eggen- 
burgi rétegek azonos korú faunájával.
Az alsó-helvéti (ottnangien) emelet üledékeit riolittufa (u,n, alsó riolittufa). 
barnakőszéntelepes összlet és Cardiumos agyagmárga képviselik. Foramim- 
ferák nagyobb faj- és egyedszámban csak a Cardiumos összletből mutathatók 
ki.
A felső-helvéti (kárpátién) emelet képződményei Oncophorás homok, Chlamysos 
homokkő és slir rétegek - Foramíniferákban már igen gazdagok. Kimutatható 
egy agglutinált házu, főleg Trochammmákat tartalmazó., egybentoszban és egy 
planktonban gazdag biofácies. Az emelet képződményéi ilyen kifejlődésben a 
Duna vonalától E -E K -re ism eretesek. A Duna vonalától delre más íáy&es. a 
halpikkelyes agyagmárga képviseli. gyér Foraminifera faunával. Az emelet 
zárótagja a biotitos, horzsakoves középső riolittufa.
v
A vulkáni rétegekre diszkordánsan települő alsó-tonbn (bademen) 
képződményeket gazdag Foraminifera társulás jellem zi. Itt jelennek meg elő 
szőr az Orbulina fajok. A lebegő formák mellett jellemző a Lagenidae család 
fajainak vezető szerepe. Amíg a medencékben a Lagenidaes Globigennás 
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rétegek rakódtak le, addig vele egyidőben a peremi részeken a lajtamészkő 
jellegzetes partszegélyi képződményei ( homokos márga, finomszem ü homok­
kő, laza és tömött mészkő) települtek. Jellemző Foraminiferái az Amphiste- 
ginák és Heterosteginák, A Bakony és a Mecsek-hegység területén az alsó- 
-torton képződményekre barnakőszéntelepeket tartalmazó csökkentsósvizi, 
édesvizi rétegek következnek. A barnakőszéntelepek fedőjében fe lső torion 
(bade len) Corbulás-Turritellás agyagmárgarétegek települnek, melyek 
Für aminif érák alapján 3 szintre (Rotalitás, Spíroplectammmás, Bulimini- 
daes) tagolhatok, Heteropikus fáciese a peremeken a felső lajtamészkő, 
melynek ^jellemző alakjai a Borelisek, Peneroplisok, Dendnrinák. A Foram í- 
nifera fauna különlegessége révén az alsó- és felső-torton lajtamészkövek 
jól elkülöníthetők,
A szarmata emelet csökkentsósvizi rétegei üledékfolytonossággal települnek 
a törtön összletre. Az izopikus fáciesü rétegek elkülönítése csak az őslény­
tani vizsgálatok alapján lehetséges. így a szarmata összleten belül Miliolidaes, 
Cibicideses, Ammomargmulmás,N idophíalmidiumos, Rotalia beccariis, Nonion 
granosumos és Elphídiumos fácies mutatható ki. A szarmata emelet medence­
peremi kifejlődéseit Míliolmás, Cibicideses és oolitos mészkövek, alárendel- 
ten mészmárgák képviselik.
A magyarországi miocén képződmények Forammiferás társu­
lásairól eddigi vizsgálataink alapján ezt a képet tudtuk kialakítani, mely a 
további kutatások során még teljesebbé válhat.
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EOCENE STRATIGRAPHY OF THE DOROG BASIN,
BASED UPON LARGER FORAMINIFERA
by
M. JÁMBOR - KNESS
The author has been studying larger Foraminifera since nearly 
10 years in the Geological Survey of Hungary, Eocéné stratigraphy being based 
on the larger Foraminifera , their study is of practical importance partly fór 
geological mapping (i.e . to distinguish stages and horizons) and partly fór the 
raw matériái exploration (e .g , in the Dorog Basin below the Nummulites 
subplanulatus horizon of the Ypresian practically always can be found the brown 
coal-bearing member of clays, non-fossíliferous sands, sandstones or 
freshwater limestones.)
Eocéné deposits are exposed in a considerable part of 
Hungary: in the Transdanubian Central Mountaíns, in the Naszály Hills on 
the left bank of the river Danube and in the foreland of the Bükk Mountains,
As revealed by oil, water andcleep-structure drilling, buried Eocéné rocks 
are present in almost the whole Transdanubia and in the Central part of the 
Great Hungárián Piain.
The present paper is a brief survey of the larger Foraminifera 
of the Dorog Basin and a summary of the stratigraphic succession of stages 
and horizons based on the larger Foraminifera species, This succession, with 
minor modifications, has been the basis of the Dorog Basin Eocéné stratigraphy 
fór 100 years.
Evén in the present days, the Dorog Basin Eocéné stratigraphy 
is relying upon the stratigraphic data by HANTKEN (1871) and ROZLOZSNIK - 
- SCHRETER - TE LE GDI - ROTH (1922), enlarged with recent contributions 
(Table L ), This stratigraphic subdivision is shown on the left side of Table I.
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By the side of this column is placed the idealized section of GIDAI (1969).
All the formations figured here, with the excep: ion of the 
Nummulites subplanulatus-bearíng clay-m arls are exposed in the area,
The local, relatively thin Upper Lutetian brown coal-bearing member is nőt 
developed here.
In Table I, somé thinner beds are represented jointly, relying 
upon thexr faunistical and litholqgical sim ilarities. On the right side of 
Table I, is shown the Nummulites zonal successíon, and the middle portion 
presents the verti- al rangé and the quantitative distribution of the larger 
Forammifera species kiowi from the Dorog Basin.
The larger Foraminifera are grouped according to the succession 
of their appearance. The thickness of the lines indicates the abundance, the iffghi 
the'/'cr deaf ra ’v e 'ö i the respective species (e. g. the rangé of the Nummulites 
striatus extends from the Middle Lutetian up to the Lower Priabonian). On 
the right side of Table I, the planktonic foraminiferal zones of the Dorog 
Basm, after L. ZILAHY-VITÁLIS (1967) are alsó shown.
In Hungary, the most common bedrock of the Eocéné is Upper 
T riassic Dachsteinkalk. Locally, as in the Bajót area, the Eocéné overlies 
Jurassic limestones or cherty sediments, while in other places as in the 
Lábatlan region, Lower Cretaceous m aris. Owing to the unconformity, the 
stratigraphic hiatus and the lithological dífference as well, the Eocéné and 
the Mesozoic rocks can be easily distinguished.
Before star ting the review of the lowermost Eocéné it should 
be noted that the subdivision esteblished by ROZLOZSNIK - SCHRETER - 
- TELEGDI - ROTH (1922) has been somewhat modified. Thus the 
Spar > ,a constituting the earliest age of the Paleocene according to the 
previous authors, is regarded here, on the basis of their positions in comparison 






1 . ) Vari egated clay, sandstone, freshwater limestone member:
underlyíng the brown coal-bearing member. Deposited under 
terrestrial conditions. The vari egated clays are non-fossi- 
líferous, and the mollusc fauna of the freshwater lime stones 
indicates the facies rather than the age of the sediment^
2 .  ) Brown coal-bearing member. lt comprises freshwater limestone^
and brackish-water mari m tercalations, and can be divided 
mto numerous facies-areas within the basin. The thickness 
varies betwen 10 and 20 m. comprising 3 to 7 coal seams.
In the freshwater limestone intercalatiops the gastropod 
species Bithynia carbonaria MUN1ER CHALMAS occuxs ín 
great profusion in somé places.
As it was mentíoned above. the brown coal bearíng member and 
its underlyíng rocks. both lacking diagnostic fossils. are ranged mto the 
Sparnacian. on the hasis of their position m the sequence.
Ypresian Stage
The brown coal deposition of the Sparnacian was éndecl by a 
transgression changingthearea intő brackish-water lagoons. Then these 
lagoons were overflooded by the sea and so an open sea connectíon came 
mto being with the lagoons of the surroundmg area. This fírst maríné períod 
of deposition lasted till the end of the Ypresi an. The characteristic shallow 
-water maríné sediments of the Ypresian are ranged mto the
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3 .) Nummulires subplanulatus and Operculína-bearing clay- 
marl member. This includes the N. subplanulatus and 
N. anomalus - N. subramondi horizon, and the Globorotalia 
pentacamerata Zone, respectively. The mainly clay-marly 
member contains ín its lower part alternatig brackish-water 
and maríné beds of 10 to 20 centímetre in thickness. The 
middle and the upper part were deposited in shallow water. 
Maximum thickness is 120 metres.'
In connection with this shallow-water member the new record on 
the larger foraminifers.1 assemblage yielded by the upper part of the Operculína- 
-bearing clay-m arls of ROZLOZSNIK - SCHRETER - TELEGDI - ROTH (1922) 
is worthy of mention. This fauna is ranged intő the Upper Ypresian and 
designated to the N. anomalus - N. subramondi horizon. This is delimited 
from the somewhat older, bút alsó Ypresian N. subplanulatus horizon by a 
thick, p ctically unfossiliferous portion.
MIDDLE EOCENE
Lutetian Stage
The Laté Ypresian - earliest Lutetian regression is indicated 
by nummulític and coral-bearing clay-m arls and sandstones. with the 
appearance of variegated clays and coal traces due to relief charges. However, 
a certain part of the area remained under maríné conditions duríng the earliest 




4 .  ) Nummulites perforatus-bearing clay, sandstone, clay-m arl
member, comprising the N. perforatus horizont and both 
the Globigerapsis hígginsi and G, kugleri Zones repectively,
The maximum thickness of this member of varied lithology 
is 20 m etres. (Fór characteristic species see Table I .) .
The middle part of the Lutetian is characterized by marked 
facies changes. i. e. the alternation of freshwater, brackish-water and marine 
conditions. Here the near-shore, coarse detrital sediments alternate with 
shallow-water, N. striatus-bearing deposits. These latter can be divided 
intő two major units:
5 .  ) N. striatus and mollusc - .bearmg sand, clay, sandy mari
member. This comprises the N. striatus horizon and the 
Globigerina corpulenta Zone, respectively. The rich foraminifer 
fauna of this member frequently represented by the specimens 
of the species Nummulites striatus and its varieties. Both 
p'iankaiic and bentlrrfic small foraminifers and alsó molluscs 
abound. Maximum thickness is 80 metres. (The characteris­
tic larger foraminifer species are shown in Table I.)
In the upper part of the sequence the so-called "unfossiliferous 
sandstone" indicates a regression, with repeated freshwater beds and coal 
seams. These intercalations are summarized as the
6 .  ) Poorly fossiliferous, gravely, clayey member with brown
coal measures. This is the closing member of the Lutetian. 
Lithologically the scarcity or lack of carbonate content, 
paleontolcgically the marked decrease in abundance of the 





The Coastal deposition of the Upper Lutetian was succeeded 
by near-shore, shallow-water sedimentation m the Priaboman. This change 
can be due to a new transgression producing shallow-water. near -shore 
calcareous to biogene deposits in the uppermost Lutetian and in the basal 
Upper Eocéné, This is already the period of the N, millecaput-bearing 
limestone and mari deposition, Consolidated during the Laté Eocéné,
In the present stratigraphic subdivision we abandoned the 
designations N, tchihatscheffi Beds of HANTKEN (1871). and even its 
stratigraphical mterpretation. The species described by HANTKEN as N, 
tchihatscheffi is in reahtiy the macrospheric form of the species N, 
miliecaput and on the basis of recent studies the role of this species as 
index fossil is doubtful because of its occurrence in both Lutetian and 
Priaboman faunal assemblages. Th erei őre the N. millecaput honzon 
in Table I.is m inverted commas and is delimited with dotted Iines indicarmg 
necessity of further studies. The Upper Eocéné rock-types are summarized 
as Nummulites-. Discocyclma- and Foraminifera bearing limestone, mari 
and calcareous síltstone member.
In conclusion, the trans.gressive period started in the Laté 
Lutetian. Consolidated in the Íme Eocéné and apart írom minor local 
oscillations produced the Nummulites-. Discocyclma and Lithothammum- 
-bearing limestones and maris from the uppermos. member of the Lutetian. 
These sediments are summarized as
7.) Nummulites and Discocyclma bearing Limestone mari 
and foraminiferal calcareous siltstotie member. This 
mcludes the N. millecaput horizon and the Globigerapsis 
semímvolufa and Globorotalia cocoaensis Zones. respectively,
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Its larger foraminifer accociation is characterized by fhe 
prevalence of the operculinids. operculinellids and 
discocyclinids. This mainly near-shore rock-type' is 
rather rich in planktonic foraminifers and Lírhothamnium. 
Its maximum thickness is nearly 250 m etres. (Fór the 
characteristic larger foraminifers see Table I.)
The Eocéné is usually overlain by the basa] Middle Oligocene 
freshwater to brackish-water and marine sediments contaming agglutinated 
foraminifers or m the upper part foram inifera-rich claymarls. The locally 
represented Upper Oligocene consists of poorly fossiliferous sandy clays 
and sands.
Traces of volcamc activity, 1 . e. tuffs can be found both within 
the Lutetian and Priabonian. In the NE vicinity of the Dorog Bastn the products 
(dacites, dacitic tuffs) of volcanoes existxng during the Eocéné and Oligocene 
are widespread.
The sturcture of the area is characterized by alternating tectonic 
troughs and horsts linked by transitional steps.
3342
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A szerző táblázatban ism erteti a medence egyik eocén típus - 
-területének nagy Foramimfera megoszlását, a litológiaí és földtani ada­
tok felhasználásával. Korbeosztása HANTKEN M. (1971). ROZLOZSN1K P.- 
- SCHRÉTER Z. - TELEGDI-ROTH K. (1922) által megadott rétegtam te r ­
minológiákat követi, kibővítve a jelenlegi sztratigráfiai kutatások (GIDAI L. 
1969) és a sa jít nagy Foxaminifera kutatásai (JAMBORNE KNESS M. 1965) 
adataival. A táblázat szemlélteti a területről ismeretes Nummulites szinteket, 
vertikális helyzetük és mennyiségi előfordulásuk szerint. Vonalvékonysággal 
(ül. -vastagsággal) jelzi az egyes nagy Foramimfera fajok mennyiségét míg 
a vonalak hosszúsága (ill rövidsége) a nagy Foramimfera fajoknak az egyes 
eocén emeletekbe való átterjedését mutatja. Ezáltal a terű}' et nagy Forami- 
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The stratigraphy and correlatJon of the Mesozic rocks ín the 
Hungárián Basin were primaríly based on macrofaumstic studies, Recent 
micropaleontological studies, however, permit the subdivision and 
characterization of the sequences on the basis of benthonic and prmcipally 
planktonic assemblages.
The present paper is a revíew of the micropaleontological 
results of the author? s detailed studies on the Hungárián T riassic , Jurassic 
and Cretaceous assemblages, their chrono- and biostratigraphic interpretation, 
on the example of the Sümeg reference section.
In the Sümeg ref erence section (Fig. 1.) the lowermost exposed 
rock-type is large Megalodontid-bearing Dachsteinkalk. On the basis of analogy 
it is dated as uppermost T'riassic (?Rhaetian). It contains only a scarce 
microfauna.
In the section under consíderatíon the T riassic beds are 
uncomformably overlain by Jurassic rocks. These beds yield a signifícant 
foraminífer fauna (representatives of the fam ilies Lagenidae and Nodosaridae), 
Alsó the genera Trocholma, Spiríllina, Palzovella and Epistomina are 
stratí graphically important in the Middle and Upper Liassic rocks of the 
Bakony. Gerecse and Mecsek Mountaíns.
In the Middle and Upper Jurassic cherty facíes the radiolarians 
are signifícant. In the Upper Jurassic the frequently concomitant or alternating 
Globochete, Lombardia. Saccocoma, Cadósma. Stomiosphaera and Tíntmnina
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associations are dominant and characteristic from the point of view of faciology 
and stratxgraphy. In Hungary the Oxfordian, Kimmeridgian and Tithonian can be 
well characterized and subdivided onthe basis of the above mentioned forms, 
which are alsó suitable fór tracing paleogeographic relationship, (see NAGY, I. 
1966).
The most exhaustive part of our studies concerns the Cre- 
taceous rocks,
The Lower Cretaceous (Neocomían) is chiefly represented by 
light: and dark-grey calcareous maris and limestones, From the Aptían up 
to the Senonian clays, clay-m arls and calcareous maris yielding rich planktonic 
and benthonic foraminiferal associations become dominant, Whithin the 
Hungárián Cretaceous three larger division can be separaEd on the basis of 
planktonic foraminifers.
The first division is characterized by planktonic forms and 
extends from the Valangmian to the Middle Albian, inclusive. In the 
Valangiman and Hauterivian rocks the planktonic foraminifers are still 
míssíngs bút otherplanktonic forms, as the tintinnids, the radiolarians 
and the nannpolanktoníc elements are important,
The earliest plankton-foraminiferal assemblage, withtiny, flattened 
globigerínellids, biglobigermellids, hedbergellids and clavihedbergellids 
appears rather sporadically ín the Barremían. In the Aptian and Albian rocks 
various zonal index species and abundant, aduit specimens of the genera Ti cinéi la 
and Globígerinelloides can be found,
The second plankton-foraminiferal division extends from the 
Upper Albian up to and includíng the Turoman, and is characterized by the 
unicarinate rotaliporids. These forms appear first at the lower boundary of 
the Vraconían, where the flattened rotaliporids, í. e, the Rotalipora appenninica 
(RENZ) group is still dominant, and in the Cenomanian the rather ínflated, 
more angulate forms. as the Rotalipora greenhornensis (MORROV), Roralipora
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cushmani, etc. are characteristic. Here appear firts the praeglobotíttmcanids. 
too. The flourishing of the latter marks the Turoman.
The third planktomforaminiferal division, extendíng from the 
Turoman 'up to and íncluding the Senonian is characterized by the globotruncanids, 
The tűre. double-keeled globotruncanids already appear in the Turonian, In the 
Senonian the great specimen and species number of the single keeled, double- 
-keeled and conical forms is characteristic. In the course of the globotruncanid 
evolution a marked parting line occurs within the Maestrichtian, where the 
conical forms are dominant. Moreover, certaín genera of the family 
Heterochelicidae and representatives of the genus Rugoglobigerina are alsó of 
great importance.
On the basis of foraminíferal studíes, different biofacies and 
faunal associations were distinguíshed by stages. These are shown in Table 2.
The light-'or dark-grey limestones of theValangiman, -resting 
conformably (or sometimes paraconformably) on the Tithonian limestones 
could be recognized in several localities of the country. The open and 
shallow-water sediments of "biancone-type ! often co iá in profuse microfaunas. 
with mainly Radiolaria. Tíntinnida. Nannocouns, Coccolithophora. Cadosina. 
Stomiosphaera, Foraminifera and Echmodermata remains. On the basis of the 
Tmtmnida associations the Tithonian ad Valanginian stages. and even the Berriasian 
substage can be recognized. (Sidó 1957).
The microíauna of the Berriasian^ limestone is distmguished 
beside Calpionella carpatica (CAD.) surviving írom the Tithonian, the common 
Tmtinnopsella carpatica (MURG, -F IL .) and somé specimen of Globocheta alpína 




The yalanginian can alsó be well characterízed by the nanno- 
plankton and the tintínnids. After M. BALDI-BEKE the species Nannoconus . 
steinmanm KAMPTER, Coccolithus pelagicus (VAL.) and Discollthus cretaceus 
(ARCH) are characteristic. The tintinnid assemblage of the Valangmian is 
dominated by the forms Tmtinopsella longa (COLOM),T. cadischiana (COLOM), 
Calpionellopsis simplex (COLOM), C. undelloides COLOM, Salpingellma 
simplex COLOM , etc. The foraminiferal association, however, is nőt so 
diversified; in the matériái studied somé trocholinids, spirillinids and textu- 
lariids .are present in great specimen number.
The Hauterivian "biancone-type" sediments recognized alsó 
in the Bakony, Vértes, and Mecsek Mountanins overly c0níormably the 
Valanginian rocks. The Hauterivian microfauna is less varied and hardly 
distinguishable from the associations of the previous stage. In the poor 
foraminiferal assemblage the benthonic spirillinids and trocholinids suggest 
shallow-water marine environment.. The age-determination is mainly based 
on ammonites.
In the Sümeg reference section the Barremian stage is repre- 
sented by marine sandy conglomerate and marly facies. In contrast to its 
rich ammonite fauna the foraminiferal association is rather poor. Here 
appears the earliest Cretaceous planktonic Foramínifera assemblage, 
containing small hedbergellids. The clayey mari facies yields a rich 
nannoplankton. too.
The Aptian stage is represented by grey maris and crmoidal 
limestones, Within the Cretaceous the flourishing of the Foramínifera, 
mainly of the planktonic forms, began ín the Aptian. It is both the larger and 
smaller foraminifers occur in greater specimen and species number. The 
blue and dark-grey clay and A ay-mari of the Lower Aptian is characterízed 
by nannoplanktonic and radiolarian assemblages, bút the foraminifers take 
still second piacé. Beside the lenticulinids. frondictilariids and agglutinate
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textulariids. somé Hedbergella_and Ticm ella species, and small, flattened 
Globtgermelloides species are alsó present. The foraminifers of the overlying 
eciunoderm bearmg limestone facies and the intercalated clays and clay-m arls 
are much more profuse and characteristic. Here - as a rule the planktonic 
elements are dommant, with the zonal index hedbergellid, ticinelhd and 
globigermelloid forms. The more common species are Hedbergella_ 
infracretacea (GLAESSNER), H. trochoidea (GAND,) , T icmella roberti (GAND.) 
and Globicerinelloides algerianus (CUSHM, et TEN DAM). In the benthorde 
fauna the following genera are present: Textularia. Spiropectmata Marsonella. 
Dorothia, Conorboides, Gyroidia Globorotahtes, Lenticulma. and 
Frondmularia, and in certam clay-m arl intercalations orbitolinids can be 
found The zonal index Globigerinelloides algerianus (CUSHM. et TEN DAM) 
índicates indoubtedly the Upper Aptian (SID(  ^ 1970).
The ing'essive and transgressive variegated clay and clay- 
m arls. light grey calcareous maris and occasionally limestones 
mdicafive of terrestria l. freshwater. brackish water and maríné facies 
respectively, are missing in the section under consideration, bút they are well 
known in other areas of the Bakony Mts and in the foreland of the Vértes Mts, 
This sequence of 20 - 200 m mthickness is assigned intő the Lower Albian.
The assemblages are rich and diversified. i .e .  calcareous algae (Munieria 
baconica)-, foram inifer-, Ostracod and echmoderm - bearmg facies can 
be dístinguished. The characteristic associations are the Ammobaculites-. 
Lenticulma -. Flabellamma . Cuneolina-, Involufma . Choffatella ,
Pseudotetcf.ularella and Orbitolina bearmg ones. These characteristic associ 
ations are of microstratigraphic value.
The shallow-water and pelagíc light-gre\ ; clays. clay-m arls 
and calcareous maris of 40 - 60 m thíckness in the Villány Mts, Bakony Mts 
in the Tata basm and in the foreland of the Vértes Mts can be ranged intő the 
Middle Albian or the basal Upper Albian on the basis of
the microfauna and the cephalopods. These beds contam rich benthomc and
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planktonic forammiferal assocíations. The benthonic assocíations are the 
Epístomína - Tritaxia-, Spíroplectammina-, Planulina-, Glavelinella- and 
Orbitolina bearíng ones, and the planktonic zonal indices belong to the 
Globígerínelloides-Ticinella-Hedbergella-Planjmalina assocíations. The 
Pi honella- and Radiolaria-bearing biofacies are alsó abundant „ bút mainly 
in the calcareous maris and limestones.
The 100-200 m thick dark-grey, often nodular, glauconitic 
clay-m arls and calcareous maris containing rich and characteristlc 
Turrilites and Rotalipora assemblage. missing in the Sümeg reference 
section. are well exposed in other areas of the Bakony Mts, and can be 
ranged intő the Upper Albian, or Vraconian substage. On the basis of 
our studies, within the complex three plankton-foraminiferal zones can 
be distinguished (SID(Í) 1971);
1 . ) Planomalma buxtorfi - Rotalipora apenninica Zone,
2 .  ) Globigerinelloides aeglefordensis - Rotalipora cf.
greenhornensis Zone,
3 .  ) Rota’ipora greenhornensis - R. cushmani Zone.
The firstly and seconcfly mentioned zones belong to to the Vraconian s, s t r , , 
the third intő the Lower Cenomanian s. str.
The Turrilites-bearíng maris of the Bakony Mountains repre- 
sent the Lower Cenomanian Rotalipora greenhornensis - R. cushmani Zone,
On the other hand the Flysch -like, pelagic facies from the Vékény Valley 
of the Mecsek Mountains is younger, containing the characteristic Rotalipora 
montsalvensis MORROV and Praeglobolruncana stephani (G/N D) species,
On the basis of the faunal assocíations the Cenomanian of the Mecsek Mountains 
shows affinities to the Carpathian flysch-zone, while the Bakony Mtuntains 
Cenomanian is of epicontinental type. (The great Cenomanian transgression
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can be traced from the West to the South-East).
In Hungary, the only faunistically proved maríné Turonian 
rock is that from the Borehole Kerekegyháza-5. in 850 m depth (SID(  ^ 1969).
In Hungary in this flysch-like, red-brown clay-m arl appear first the 
globotruncanids. with the double-keeled GL l^PP^enti BROTZEN, GI. 
lapparenti cormafaBOLLI, Gl. marginata (RSS.), Gl. sigali REICHEL and 
the genus Praeglobotruncana flourishes alsó here. The species Pr  ^eglobotruncana 
renzi_THÁLMÁN - GAND. . Praegl. helvetica BOLLI and Praegl. sigali 
REICHEL are common and characteristic elements of the assemblage. The 
foramíniferal associations suggest pelagic facies related to the Carpathian 
flysch beit.
In the presented Sümeg section there is a hiatus from the 
Upper Aptian up to the Senonian (Fig. 1.),, on the other hamnearly the complete 
Senonian is represented (Fig. 3 .). However. the most complete Senonian 
sediment-complex is known from certain boreholes of the Zala oíl field region 
and the Bakony Mountains. In these latter profiles the dííferent Senonian facies 
of nearly 800 m thickness can be studied. On the basis of the appeárance and 
dominance of certain forammifer species different assemblages and biozones 
can be separated (SID(  ^ 1963,). Succeedingly over the variegated clays the 
lowermost member of the Senonian is the clayey - marly, freshwater, 
Pyrgulifera-bearing coal complex overlain by the Lower Santonian succession 
with near-shore. shallow-water Vidalina-Nummofalothia-MHiolídaea assemblage.
The conformably succeeding, similar clayey, marly rocks contain the Upper Senonian 
Goupillaudina - Epistomina-, Hedbergella-, coral - and mollusc-bear ngassociation. 
The marly sedimentation continued intő the Campanian substage, with 
shallow-water and pelagic facies. In this substage the Glavellina-, Bulimmá .
Exogyra and Gryphaea-bearing bíofacies of the Globotruncana globi-ennoides 
and Gl. concava Zones are characteristic. During the Laté Campanian a thick, 
Pachyodont bearing, shallow-water reef facies, the so-called ''Hippuritic 
limestone of Ugod” developed gradually from the ''Exogyra-bearing maris of 
Jákó". r V 
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These two latter rock types are heteropíc. facíes in other areas of the Bakony
•xMountams.
In Hungary the uppermost and the thickest: Senonian member 
is the Inoceramus- and Globotruncana bearing clay-m arl, mari. carcareous 
mari of Polány. Its foraminifer association is the richest and most diversified. 
with the predominance of planktonic forms (inc.new forms), I ts m icro- 
biostratigraphic subdivision has been established on the basis of the planktonic 
forms,
1 . ) In the lower part of the complex. at the Upper Campanian/
Lower Maestrichtian boundary the Globotruncana calcarata
association is the zonal index.
2 .  ) The Gl. conica - Gl. stuarti - Gl. contusa zone in the middle
portion of the complex marks the Middle Maestrichtian.
3 .  ) The Gl. mayaroensis - Gl. pseudotextularia association of
the upper part of the complex marks the Upper Maestrichtian.
The sediments of this latter substage can be traced in somé places 
only and in small thickness m the Zala oil field region, becauseof the great 
post-Cretaceous erosion.
The foraminifer fauna of the Senonian is predominantly 
characterized by the above mentioned forms of zonal index value. The wide 
areal distribution and strict vertical extension of these forms are suitable 
to trace the paleogeographic connections.
■X-Their Foraminifer a associations is characterized by Rhapídionina spp. . 




The Hungárián Senonian sequence suggesi - a large-scTie gradual trans- 
gression. The Transdanubian Senonian, with a North Eastern coastline 
show direct Yugoslavian (Croatian) and indirect Italian faunal connections 
On the other hand the Senonian of the Great Hungárián Piain and the Bükk 
Mountains can be correlated with the fiysch formation of the Slovakian. 
Polish and Roumanian Carpathians.
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Szerző elsősorban a sümegi (Sp. 1, ,  Sp. 2 .) standard fúrási 
szelvények és a bemutatott külszini profil, valamint az ország különböző 
területeiről vizsgált anyag nyomán rövid átfogó képet kiván nyújtani a ma 
gyarországi jura. de főleg a kréta kori képződmények eddig elért mikropale- 
ontológiai vizsgálati eredményeiről az egyes mikrofauna társulások megis­
m eréséről, azok krono és mikrobiosztratigráfiai értékelhetőségéről, Faci- 
ológiai és sztratígráfiai szempontból a nannoplanktonnak és főleg a plankton 
Foramíniféráknak és mellettük még az egyes bentosz társulásoknak tulajdonit’ ' 
igen jelentős szerepet. Különösen az ősföldrajzi kapcsolatok nyomonkövetésére 
és a korrelációra ezek a szervezetek igen alkalmasnak bizonyultak.
A plankton Foraminiferák filogenetikus elemzése alapján 3 
nagyobb fejlődési szakaszt állapit meg a magyarországi krétán belül.
Az első szakasz a valanginí emelettől a középső albai emeletig bezárólag 
tart, melyre fdHLeg a Nannoplankton a Tintinnidea a Radiolaríá-s társulások, 
valamint a Foraminiferák: a Hedbergella, TiMnella és Globigerinelloides-fé- 
lékkel jellemzők. Az egyes fá ok megjelenésével és eltűnésével az emeletek, 
alemeletek rögzíthetők, a rétegtani határok jól megvonhatok. Ezen a szakaszon 
belül felsőaptira jellemzőnek tartja a Globigerínelloides algerianus-os zónát.
A második plankton foraminiferás szakasz a felsőalbaitól a turomg bezárólag 
tart, melyre a Rotalipora-félék, a Planomahna és a Praeglobotruncanák a 
jellemzőek, A vraconi emelet alsó határán jelennek meg a laposabb Rotaliporák
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ahol a R. appenníníca formakor dominál. A cenomán emeletre a duzzadtabb. 
szögletesebb formák jellemzők. Ezen a szakaszon belül a Planomalina buxtorfi-s 
a Globigerinelloides aeglefordensis-es - Rotalipora " aff, greenhornensis -e s ” 
és a Rotalipora cushmani-s zóna különitllíí 5 el.
A harmadik plankton föraminiferás szakasz a turontól a szenonig bezárólag tart, 
ez a Globotruncana-félékkel jellemezhető, melyeknek két élű formái már a 
türonban fellépnek. A szenon emeletben az egy élű, a két élű és kúpos formák 
nagy faj és egyedgazdagsága egyaránt jellemző. A Globotruncanák fejlődésé ben 
markáns választóvonal jelentkezik a maestríehti alemeletben. ahol viszont 
a kúpos formák dominálnak. Az egyes fajok megjelenésével, gyakoriságával 
biotársulások és zónák rögzíthetők:, mégpedig a szenonon belül a Globotruncana 
concavata-s a Gl. calcarata-s és a Gl. mayaroensis-pseudotex jl  iriás zónát 
sikerült rögzíteni. A krétán belül zónajelző értékkel bíró plankton formák 
széles areáju és kis faj ölt őj alakok igen alkalmasaira paleogeográfiai össze 
függések nyomozására a faumsztikai kapcsolatok kimutatására, valamint 
a lokális és regionális korrelációra.
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ŐSLÉNYTANI VITÁK (Discussíones Palaeontologicae) 21e (1973) Budapest pps 105-113
Until the last ten year period, T ríassic  micropaleontology 
was one of the most neglected sectors of stratígraphic paleontology both in 
Hungary and abroad It is probably due nőt only to the sparsíty and. in 
gen erál, poor preservation of the Tríassic m icrofossíls bút alsó to the fact 
that the marine T ríassic  sediments are bút of slíght interest fór raw matériái 
exploration. However, recently these ínvestigatíons got a great impulse.
A very constderable part of the Hungárián Mesozic sequences 
consists of maríné Tríassic deposíts. includíng several well-known 
classícal sectíons, Their subdivisions have been based mostly on 
macrofaunistícal features. In many cases, however, these layers contaín 
very typical and determinable mícrofaunal assemblages, too, By the thorough 
study of these. a more complete stratígraphic and economic knowledge can 
be achieved. even in those formations which are poor in m acrofossíls.
In the T ríassic  microfaunas. beside the flourishíng Dasycla- 
daceae. several groups of foramínifers. ostracods. condonts and different 
types of microscopical remains of echinoderms are represented.
Of these groups. the present writer studies the foramínifers 
which are of considerable interest because of their variety and practícal 
stratígraphic value.
In addition numerous echinoderm fragments, holothurian scleríts. asteroid 
fragments and opin v cicis were studied, which are valuable fór age and facies
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determinál! ons. These were regarded only as supplementary elements in 
the samples; somé typical forms were identified. Their detailed ínvestigation 
should be done in the years to come.
The method used in Foraminifera investigations was to study 
both outer and mner structures. The isolated specimens obatmed by the 
traditional washing procedures were mounted intő Canada balsam. The inner 
st; i rés were studied using series of sections of d'iferent depht. In the 
case of limestones and other unwashable materials the traditional thin section 
method was followed. This is sometimes faster and more convenient because 
in a rather large number slides-beside the oblíque sections alsó well orientated 
specimens occur. and even species determinations are possibie, Another 
great advantage of thin section exammations is that the whole. origmal 
microfacies is vísible without any subjectivism, which is unavoidable during 
pickmg from washing residues.
In the followmg a very brief summary of somé typical Hun 
garian T riassic forammiíeral assemblages ranging in age from Lower 
Campilian to uppermost Rhaetian should be given.
The Lower T riassic sedíments are subordmate in the sections 
studied. The majoríty of them are fme-gramed sandstones and Chemical 
deposits: dolomites with somé anhydríte. The mostly hypersaline environment 
of course excluded the possibility of hfe.
At the begmnmg of the Campilian marme régimé of normál 
sál inity was established with favourable life-conditions fór Foraminifera.
In the Campilian maris and marly limestones the agglutmate forms appear 
first. These mostly belong to the genus Ammodiscus, and to Glomospirella. 
They are closely related to somé Upper Permian microfaunas.
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In the upper part of the Campilian beds, m the limestones of 
the Tirolites cassianus Zone. a very characteristic foramimfer fauna has 
been found. It is very homogenous consisting of thousands of specimen ; 
of Meandrospira iulia (PREMOLI SILVA) in each cubic centimé tre. This species 
is a very good guide-fossil: íts hemera is restricted to the Campilian. It is 
extremely abundant nőt only in Hungary, bút alsó in lólocalities of the Dmarids. 
in 6 localities in the Alps and in several parts of China This widespread 
occurrence and great abundance would suggest a planktomc way of life, bút 
of cousre the adults of this species were benthonic forms.
In the Anisian stage the foraminifer faunas are less abundant 
bút much more varied. We have encountered them at two localities:
1 . ) Aggtelek. Noth-East Hungary. There is a series of 
Pelsonian-Illyrian limestone outcrops full of different types of Dasycladacea.
This is a well recognizable recifal facies. The forammiferal assemblage 
consists of somé rather well preserved specimens of Ammobaculites 
radstadtensis KRISTIAN-TOLLMAN. A. wirzi KOEHN-ZAN. , Neondrothyra 
reicheli REITLINGER, Endothyranella bicamerata SALAJ. E. pent acamerat a 
SALA]. Earlandinita elongata SALAJ. E. oberhauseri SALAJ. and first of
all the Meandrospira dmarica KOCHANSKY. DEVIDE-PANTIC which mdicates 
Anisian age.
2 .  ) Another Anisian microfauna was studied from South 
Hungary, from the Villány Mountams. In the thin sections of the Pelsonian 
so-called "recoaro" limestones there are numerous echmoderm and o.stracod 
fragments. and only a few poorly preserved forammifers. mostly belongmg 
to the genera Glomospira and Dentalma. The most peculiar organic remams
on this microfauna are the various ophiuroid elements which have been descibed 
nowhere. as to the author' s knowledge.
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Unfortunately the famous Anísian and Ladíman protíles of the 
Balaton Híghland have nőt yet been examined mícrofaunistícally in detail. 
Nevertheless, írom these outcrops a very characterístic foramimfer fauna 
is expected on the analogy of the Alpíne occurrenees. This investígatíon 
is one of the tasks of the years to come.
The basal beds of the Carman develop wíth continuo: litho-
logical and faunistical transitíon from the uppermost Ladíman. There are
several good expos. es of them ín the Bakony Mountains. Among others the
Lower Carnian outcrops on the Northern shore of Laké Balaton were studied
microfaunistically. too. This is the so called Lower Mari Group with
Estheria and with the marker ammonite species Carnites floridus. I should
/
like to mention that the descríptíon of these Foramimfera by E. VAD ASZ 
in 1910 - was one of the first publications deahng with T riassic m icrofossils 
in the history of mícropaleontology.
This mmrofauna is composed almost en. ely of nodosarids.
The most important and frequent: species are Pseudonodosaría obconica 
(REUSS). Lenticulina carnica (OBERHAUSER) and Frondicularia klebelbergi 
(OBERHAUSER). These are characterístic of the Raibler beds. Carnian maris 
and limestones have alsó been intersected by our deep stucture exploratory 
boreholes (at the Northern bordér of the Bakony Mountains: Borehole 
Bakonyszíics 1. , and in the mountains on the left bank of the Danube:
Borehole Csővár 1 ,). The thickness of the intersected Carnian-Ladíman 
oequence was more than 1000 m. There is a strikíng líthological, facíological 
and faunistical dífference between the formátíons cut in these two boreholes:
a . ) In the Northern Bakony area there was a quiet: silty shallow 
water envíronment favouralbe fór fhin-walled small Foraminífera. Homogenous 
fine~gramed pelitic sediments were deposited, About 50 species of 8 
foramimferal families are encountered. Out of them two signífieant groups 
merít particular attention. The representatives of the Miliolacea are the most
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typícal and common members of this mícrofauna with somé new species 
described írom here.
The other are the members of the Variostomídae. beacuse 
Variostoma exíle KRISTIAN-TOLLMAN and V, pralogense KRISTIAN-TOLL 
MÁN - índicarive of the Cordevolian - are found as far only in this matéria! 
beside the Austrian type locality.
b .) On the contrary. ín the Csővár area in this psríod 
sedimenfation of organogenetíc limestones was going on ín a very near shore 
environment in the beit of the rolling sea. This clean agitated water 
saturated with oxygene; and of high carbonate content deríving írom the 
calcareous boltom rocks provided optimál life conditíons fór the larger 
thick-walled Foraminifera. This accounts fór the presence of the most varied 
and well preserved foramíníferal assemblage yet described from Carnían 
deposits. The description and íllustratíon of the whole fauna is in progress.
In the Hungárián Central Mountains during the Norian Rhaetian 
ages a vigorous carbonaric sedimentatíon took piacé, forming the well- 
■•known ueposiis of the Hauptdolomít and the Dachsteinkalk of considerable 
thickness, mterl inger mg with each other. The slides of the dolomité are 
generally vdd of m icrofossils, bút the Dachsteinkalk samples sometimes 
may contain a very rich mic.rofauna (fór instance in Borehole Tata 5 .).
F irst of all Triasína hantkeni (described in Hungary by MAJZON in 1954) 
should be mentioned. This species appears in a great quantíty and in this 
level only. Along with Tríasm as the varíous species of Involutína (I. communís 
KRISTIAN. I. tenuis KRISTIAN. I. impressa KRISTIAN) of glomospirellíds 
(G. friedli KRISTIAN). of trocholmids (T. pemodiscoides OBERH. ■ are common
In the "Dachsteinkalk sequence" there are often inteivedded 
thín layers of yellow marly limestone, Tbeir mícrofauna consisis oi somé 
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Rövid módszertani bevezetés után a szerző sorra veszi a 
legjellemzőbb magyar nr.kroíanna együtteseket.
Röviden áttekinti a dunántúli campili Meandrospira iulia rétegek és a ba 
konyi ill. vTlányi anisusi Glomospirás és Meandrospira dinartca tartalmú 
képződmények Foraminiferáit. Részletesen elemzi a ba lat oni'cl vidéki é 
szaki bakonyi és dunabalparti karni emeletbeli gazdag fajtársulásokat. 
majd ismerteti a raeti dachsteim mészkő mikroíaunisztikai jellegeit.
A Foraminiferákon kívül felhívja a figyelmet a mikroszkopikus Echinoder- 
mata maradványok (Holothuroidea. Asteroidea. Ophíuroidea) gyakoriságára és 
szí rat i g r á fiai il 1 ökoi ógi ai j e 1 ént ős égé r e .
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JOIDES DEEP SEA DRILLING PROJECT 
(On board the R/v Glomar Challenger)
by
Bilal U1 Haq. U. Z.
ŐSLÉNYTANI VITÁK (Discussiones Palaeontologicae) 21. (1973) Budapest p. 115,
115
Abstract
Historical review oí the Deep Sea Drilling Project was presented. 
The more importanr aims and the results obtained up to date of the Project were 
revtewed. Technical data on the R/v Glomar Challenger was alsó presented.
A generál view of the activities of the scientific personnel on board the ship 




MI CR OBIOSTR ATI GR AP HY OF SOMÉ UPPER CRETACEOUS AND 
LOWER TÉRTIARY SEDIMENTS IN EGYPT
by
El-Dawoody, A. S, A,
(Cairo University)
ŐSLÉNYTANI VITÁK (Díscussiones Palaeontologicae) 2L(1973) Budapest 117-118.
Abstract
The Laté Cretaceous - Early Terii ary sediments írom Upper 
and Lower Egypt are examined in detail, and the calcareous nannoplankton 
as well as the planktonic and larger Foraminifera are applied here to 
^.haracterize the stratigraphy of the succession, This succession is 
subdivided intő distinct litho- and biostratigraphic units. Two systems 
of biostratigraphic zonation are followed: one is based on the planktonic 
foraminiferal species and, in the abscence of their knowledge, the larger 
Foraminifera represents the main guide fossils upon which zoning is achieved, 
The other is based on the calcareous nannoplankton species indentified in the 
examined sections,
The following is a tentative correlation of zones of the 
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D Gr. pseudomenardii Heliolithus klunpelli
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Gr. angulata Fasciculithus tympaniformis
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Gr. uncinata Cruiplacollthus tenuis
k J
G. psexidobulloides drub- 
jergensis
Markaíbus astoporus




N = Nummulites; A = Alveolina; Gr. = Globorotalia; G = Globigerina
Beside, microfacies studíes on this sections representing Quesir 
Variegated Shale, Duwi Phosphate. Dakhla Shale, Turawan Chalk, Esna 
Shale, Thebes Formádon, Minia and Mokkattam Limestones are  carried  
out. The pjJeoenvironmental conditions of these formations are interpreted.
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MID-TERTIARY FORAMINIFERAL ZONATIONS IN INDIA
by
Raju, D.S, N.
(Palaeontology Láb, , O.N, G. Comission, Madras-17, INDIA)
ŐSLÉNYTANI VITÁK (Diskussiones Palaeontologicae) 21.(1973) Budapest pp. 119-120.
Abstract
A brief summary of the results of the studies carried out 
by the author on Upper Eocéné, Oligoeene and Early Miocéné Foraminifera 
of Cauvery Basin, Cambay basin and Kutch is presented. Two independent 
zonal schemes are proposed - one fór the deeper maríné (middle shelf 
to bathyal) sediments based on planktonic Foraminifera from Cauvery 
basin and another fór shallow maríné (innershelf) sediments based on 
larger Foraminifera of Kutch and Cambay basin.
Very rich assamblages of planktonic Foraminifera are': 
recorded from exploratory wells of Cauvery basin and the zones recognized 
include: EARLY MIOCÉNÉ:
Globigerinoides primordius (Globorotalia kugleri) zone 
OLIGOCENE:
Globigerina angulisuturalis zone 
Globigerina ampliaperturh zone 
Globigerina sartrii zone 
Globigerina gortanii zone
UPPER EOCENE:




Planktonic Foraminífera are rare or a^sent while larger Foramíni- 
fera are abundant in the shallow maríné sediments known from Kutch and 
parts of Cambay basin. The larger foraminíferal zones are:
OLIGOCENE:
M. (Miogypsinoides) complanata - M. (M .) cf. be^mudezi zone 
Nummulítes fichtelí - intermedius/Eulepidina zone
Nummulítes fichteli - íntermedius zone
UPPER EOCENE:
Pellatíspíra / Nummulítes fabianii zone
The Eocéné - Oligocene boundary was placed both ín well and 
exposed sections at the top of the Globorotalia cerroazulensis zone and at the 
extínction level of Pellatíspíra, The Oligocene - Miocéné boundary was set 
at the first appearance level of Globigerinoides primordius and betwepn M, 
complanata and M, gont erí.
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